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PADUCAH. KY.. TUESDAY EVENING. MAY 14 1907.
WEATHER FORMS'SeT.

COMMITTEE CALLS
MASS CONVENTION

4

Mayor Yeiser Welcomes Them
in Warm W911111
Dr. S. D. Reynolds. of Louis4ille,
Responds for Southwestern
Kentucky Association.

DELEGATES

THE BUSLNESS SESSION OPENS.

CONVENTION.

C

e-

•

Official call for a mass convention
of the county at the court house Saturday afternoon, June 115, .at 1:30
o'clock to select delegates from McCracken county to the state Republican convention and to nominate a
candidate for the legislature, was
made by the Republican county committee, which met in The Sun office
last night. This county is entitled
to 24 delegates to the Republican
state convention. In the absence of
Chairman Frank Boyd, who was dethined last night, Capt. J. E. William
eon, Sr., was unanimously chosen to
preside.
Some 2.5 committeemen
were present, and the local situation
was discussed informally, but there
was no business before the county
convention, other than calling the
mass convention.
Two vacancies on the county executive committee were •filled last
night I,. C. Eley was elected for the
Messac precinct to succeed Dr. L. G.
Graham, who moved out.
Mr.
James Hart was chosen for the Florence Station precinct to succeed Dr.
Adams, who moved away.
The State Convention.
There will be 2,055 delegates in
the state convention of which number
Jefferson
county
(including
Louisville) furnishes the largest
number, 217.
McCracken county
leads the First district in the number
of delegates and the 140 votes from
the First congressional district may
cut considerable figure in the convention. The votes in this district
are apportioned as follows: Bullard,
6; Caldwell, 14; Calloway, 8; Carlisle, 5; Crittenden, 17; Fulton, 6;
Graves, 16; Hickman, 7; McCracken.
24; Livingston, 8; Lyon, 7; Marshall, 9; Trigg, 13.
The Jefferson county
delegation
will go to Hon. Augustus E. Willson,
starting him off with the largest single delegation toward the necessary
number of votes, 1,028. It is believed
that when the situation is canvassed
preceding the eonvention, Mr. Willson will be sesn to have such an
overwhelming majority that all receptive candidates will release their
delegations.
McCracken county will have Captain Ed Farley as a candidate for
state treasurer, and it is certain he
will take all of western Kentucky
with him.

HOUSES TOTTER
OVER WHEAT PIT
chicago, May 14.— Wheat opened
'tits morning wild, and unsettled with
frequent predictions that some large
firms would announce assignments.
One broker caught short by yesterday's call on margins at 10 per rent
was forced to buy a halt million
bushels on market. The greatest excitement prevails. Reports abound of
big houses tottering.

4

CARBONDALE COAL AND
COKE COMPANY ELECTS
Directors of the Carbondale Coal
and Coke company, of 'Hopkins county, held the annual election of officiate in the parlors of the Palmer
House this afternoon at 1 o'cicx.k
Before the election of officers. the directors for the next year were elects
ed. They are: Samuel McEiratrick,
Princeton; Benjamin
F. Einbigler,
New 'York; William Marble F. W.
Katterjohn, Brack Owen and J. A.
Bauer ot Paduculi. Officers were
elected as follows: F. W. KatterJohn. president; Brack Owen. general manager and treasurer; Samuel
McElPatrick secretary.
Iowa Newspaper Man Dead.
Milwaukee. Weis May 14.— M. S.
years a well
Petrel!, for many
kDown newsna,per_rnan„,of Iowa and
WIscons'a and secretary of the
Northern Wisconsin Farmers' Association d'e today at the Davidson hotel a ftf`I' a week's illness. The body
will he removed to lows City, lbwit.
the fotmer home of the deceased.

MONEY SUPPLIES?
NO, SAYS REFEREE
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A'acamies on
County Committee
Filled and Routine Matters Are
Attended To.

TO

QUEEN OF THE MAY.

DOCTORS MEET IN
COUNCIL CHAMBER

To Choose Delegates and Nominate for Legislature

10 CENTS PER WEEK
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Just "Filthy Lucre" and No
Lien at all Attached
Referee Itagby Slakes Long Awaited
Decision in Rehkopf Saddlery
Company Case.
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v
sirs‘

A

DECISIONS

TO

BE

REVIEWED
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Thunder showers this afternoon
and tonight with colder west portion.
Wednesday clearing and colder. High.
est temperature yesterdey, 81; lowest today, 06.

Physicians were late in arriving at
the city hall, where the sessions of
the Southwestern Kentucky Medical
Association are being held, and
it
was half past ten When President E
B. Shelton called the association to
order in the council chamber.

Ruling that money in this particular case did not constitute "supplies",
which would have given the American-German National bank a lien for
$19,000 advanced to E. Rehkopf. as
president of the E. Rehkopf Saddlery
company Referee in Bankruptcy E
GRAIN MARKET.
After the invocation had been deW. Bagby this morning acted on a
Cincinnati, May 14.—Wheat,
livered by the Rev. W. T. Bolling.
matter which had been hanging fire
94; corn, We; oats, 46.
Mayor D. A. Yeiser was called to the
for some time.
floor and in a few words, welcomed
The bank set up the plea that
MABEL'S COST.
the delegates to Paducah.
money advanced was really "supNew York, May 14.—It colt
"It. has been my pleasure before
plies." In several admiralty cases, in
W. E. Corey over four _million
to welcome this organization to Pawhich the referee had taken an imdollars to marry Mabel Gillman.
ducah," said Mayor Yelser, "and I
portant part, money had been conThis includes settlement with his
feel that your work here and your
strued as "supplies", and liens ennest wife for three millions and
MA.
interchange of ideas is beneficial, not
forced by reasons Of the ,decision:
• with his mother for 41300,000.
alone to you physicians but to the
but Referee Bagby, after a lengthy
*SS
The wedding supper cost $5,000.
Public generally."
deliberation, during which he
reThe clergyman's fee
was a
viewed much authority and heard
In his response to the welcome Dr.
•••••
thousand, and it Is estimated the
much argument, decided in
S. D. Reynolds, of Louisville, said:
bankheneymoon trip abroad will cost
rupt matters, not marine, the rule
"This is a more representative body
6
$200,000.
could not apply.
than is. usually found at a district
As to the objections filed by the
meeting, it must mean that the in
LIGHT SNOW.
trustee to $25,000 worth of liens in.
tellectual development of southwestLincoln, Neb., May 14.—Snow
—Berryman in Washington Star.
the saddlery company case Referee
ern Kentucky is keeping pace with
fell today over a great portion of
Bagby issued an order overruling
her commercial and industrial adeastern Nebraska with indicathem. The referee held that the credvancea. Our work here is not only a
tions of continuing during the
itors did not have to file the liens in
reflection of sectional development,
county court 60 days before the act
day. This will benefit the wheat
but of the state and in no small
of bankruptcy. Both decisions will
measure of the world; for I, helleve
crop.
be appealed, it is said.
In Other Cases.
(Continued on page 4.)
SYMPATHY STRIKE.
Referee Bagby received the affirNew York, May 14.—Six hem=
that need. The boat is (tweed by the Tennessee river
as the Chatta- mation of his decision in the $2,000
dred grain elevator employes
Tabor Bros., New York.
nooga business men who are engineer mortgage matter in E. Rehkopf bankquit work today in sympathetic
Studying Conditions of Inruptcy case. Attorneys Campbell &
Capt. Thorns Reese of the Lued- ing the trip desire that
strike to support the losigsborethe possibilland Waterways for Future ers, is in command; Jim Pell, pilot; ities of river traffic be fully
Campbell and Crice & Ross held a
Ram Defection of these men
shown.
-McDonough, head mate; Thos.'John A. Patton, of the Chattanooga mortgage on property sold, and Refhas utterly crippled the grain
Reference
Declines to John
eree Bagby decided that the attorDuffy, chief engineer. and
Albert Packet company, has arranged
shipping business.
the
neys could not touch the proceeds of
he Seen by Reporters
Garred, second enginer. The elec- trip for Vice-President
Fairbanks.
the sale, but would have to look to
trical apparatus broke down last and the steamer
SCIftrOLMANTER.
Chattanooga is bepurchasers of the mortgaged
propSchooner Rigged Sloop Being
night as the cabin passengers were ing repaired and painted
Choeland, May 14.--.School•
here parerty.
going
to
bed,
and
the
lights
did
not
master Laub, of Strasburg.
ticularly
for
use
FAIRBANK
in
carrying the parS MAY COME
Constructed Here to Enter
In the case of the Benton Mercome on until this morning. Several ty down the river. The
indicted for sending naughty
shallow cantile company an
order referring
Fruit Carrying Trade With
of the gentlemen went to bed half places in the Tennessee
letters to girl pupils, was found
river will it to the referee, from Judge Evans,
shaved
and
all
had to grope in the receive especial attention on
guilty in the federal court today.
this at Louisville, was
Congressman John
the West Indies
Dalzell, of
received
this
dark during the rest of their un- trip. On all the rivers, now
Application was made for a new
and morning. Referee Bagby will at once
Pittsburg, a conspicuous Republican
dressing.
trial.
through out the summer, the interest call for the filing
of a schedule of
member of the lower house, arrived
Fairbanks Coming.
being taken by members of congress debts and assets.
DESCRIPTION OF THE BOAT.
Vice-President Charles W. Fair- and other government officials
in the city toss morning at 7:30
GOOD DOPE.
will
o'clock on the steamer Clara Ramos. banks probable, will visit Paducah in he great, judging from present indiLos Angeles, May 14.—PhillREHEARSALS ARE NOW ON
With Congressman Nilsen are Mrs. June. With a distinguished party he cations. President Roosevelt is beadelphia Jack O'Brien has quit
FOR HIGH SCHOOL PLAY
will
leave
Dalzell
and
pleasure
Chattanooga
a
While
Louis
party
St.
June
and
of
5
other
on
Missisthe ring for good,
ing pressed to take the trip down the
He is all
broken up over the scandal in
sippi river cities are agitating a eleven persons from Pittsburg and the steamer Chattanooga for a trip Mississippi river, and it is probable
Rehearsals are being held both afconnectIOU with the recent batthrough steamboat line to the Gulf, New York. The Clara Ramos was down 'the Tennessee river. It is that much attention will be given ternoons and evenings
by the cast in
tle with Tommy Burns. He
Paducah actually will have a sail ship built in Pittsburg for the Valenzuela thought that the vice-president will to the project of all the-year-round the play to be given by the members
come
all
tine
steamers,
the
of
way
running
to the mouth of stages, in the next congress.
between the
line without change direct to Havarealizes that no tight promoter
of the junior class of the High school
na, Cuba
_ .
and other south sea ports of Frontera and Laguna and
will want his services now. He
Friday evening of this week. New
points. The keel was laid for a sail the city of' San Juan Bautista, Tabastold a friend he never will tight
wings for the stage are being made,
ship at the dry docks - this morning, co, Mexico. The steamer is on Its
again.
and it will present a better appearwhich when completed, will run from way to Mexico and the pleasure parance.
Paducah
to %Vest Indian Island point ty was arranged by the builders.
ROBBED.
in the fruit trade. This ship which Jarnes.Reese & Sons company, PittsDenver, May 14.—When Mr.
HIGH SCHOOL BASEBALL
will have a capacity of 45 tons, is burg. They will leave the steamer
Charles Rathry and hi. wife reTEAM PLAYS METROPOLIS
being built for Charles Brigmeyer, a at New Orleans.
turned from the theater last
Saturday the High school baseball
practical Bator who has been living in
night they were. hound and gag•
In the party with Congressman
team will go to Metropolis to play
Paducah for a year.
ged by burglar% In waiting, and
Dalzell and Mrs. Dalzell are Captain March in "Battalion
Front" Mt. Carmel District Meeting of another game with the High school
Brignaeyer, before he came to the Thomas Reese, in command; 'Miss
rotated of 4111100 and diamond/4.
team there. The teams have played
Across Fields Leaving Them Southern Illinois Confer- two
inland rivers, worked all his life as Marsh Reese and Mrs. Reese; Mrs.
games this season and the local
a sailor on Atlantic liners and coast- J. D. Ayres, Mrs. David Reese, Mrs.
SUBMARINE TESTS.
Sear as if Prairie Fire ence. Methodist Church Be- boys have walked away with both.
wise sailing vessels. That he has a
Newport, R. I., May 14.—
For the local High school the battery,
James I. Reese, Mrs. G. A. Suppiee,
a
Had Swept Them
thorough knowledge of the sail ship
gins Its Sessions
Test of sub-marines continued
will Is Fisher and Gallagher.
Mrs. G. S. J MAW. Miss Ella Caskey,
is proven by a hand-made model of
today with further maneuvers by
W. H. Duff, and Mr. and Mrs. Durkin,
hie shown for the last two weeks in
the Octopus, which yesterday
of New York. Mr. Darkin repreWaJlersteln's windows. It Is a fullgore 'inch convincing proof of
GORGING
THEMSELVES. MISSIONARY
sents Thebaud Bros., large importers FISH
MEETING TODAY.
rigged sail ship. His purpose is to
the endurance of Its storage batand exporters. The Clara Ramos rerun
sail-schooner
from
this
Paducah
teries for submerged cruising.
mained here until noon, when the
to the West Indies after shells to be
Sherman's march to the sea in
sold in curio stores, and fruit. It trip to New Orleans was resumed.
Metropolis, May 14.—(Special) —
the Civil war hardly cleaned the
RICItt; CROP.
will require four men to run rhe boat
Is Taking Notes.
Washington, D. C., May 14—
country more than the dread army Opening with a sermon on "Christian
and Brigmeyer has the agreement of
Congresman Dalzell would not he worms which are sweeping over parts Courtesy," by the Rev. Mr. Phillips.
Con/Oder/Ode anxiety is felt by
three sailors now on ocean liners, to interviewed .this morning, but in
Congressman 011ie James is in the
the department of agriculture
of McCracken county. Colonel Bud of F,idorado, the Mt. Carmel district
come to Paducah to join him when view of the great leap in national
in- Dale, of the New Richmond House meeting of the Southern Illinois con- city, and brings good news. ".1 have
over the rice crop in the souththeir contracts expire.
terest the inland waterways have went to the country fishing yester- ference of the Methodist church, got hopes of getting through the approern !Oaten. In sonic. inetancea reThe boat will be 45 feet long. It taken in the last year, and the Con- day on the farm of
seeding will be necessary.
J. K. Lemon near down to business this morning, and priation for the remodeling of the
will be 5 1-2 feet deep at the head, spicuous place the subject will occu- Lamont and found the worms
liter- the delegates will be kept busy the custom home." he said. "This in5 feet at the middle and 5 1-2 feet py in the next congrefs, it is under- ally by the
KING'S LIFE.
millions and wherever rest of the week. This morning a
cludes making the Broadway side the
deep at the stern. A cabin 2 1-2 feet stood that
Some, May 14.— Official. inhe is observant of condi- they bad been, not a sprig of anything class of ten undergraduates were exhigher than the boat will be built. Hems
restigation was began today into
to front of the bulAing and putting in
on this trip down the Ohio and green was left. These worms move in amined and four were licensed
the bomb explosion at Ponte Late. The main mast will be 32 feet high Mississippi rivers, Ostensibly
hardwood screens for the boxes."
the a regular line, hence their name of preach.
and 1.025 yards of canvas will be
turn yesterday, which. it in be"army" worms. They were swarmThis afternoon at 3 o'clock a mis- Congressman James was busy seeing
trip is being taken for his health.
used in the sails. It will be sloop built
lieved was due to a plot easiest
ing up the sides of the creek into the sionary meeting under the auspices
As a steamboat the Clara Ramos
local politicians during his stay. /—
and schooner rigged.
the life of King Victor Emanuel.
pasture and thousands fell back into of the Women's Foreign Missionary
was interesting to the river men at
Mr. James is on his way to MemThe boat will be completed within
The train on which the king was
the water The fish in the creek gorg- society is being held. Tonight at 7:30
'lie wharf this morning
Then,- Is
phis
to join the waterways commis60
days
passenger
and he expects to leave on
was due in the city
a
ed themselves on the worms and ev- o'clock the Rev. 0. H. Clark will
only one smokestack, the hull is
the ftrst trip August 1. She will go
just four minutes after the ea.
ery one caught had even its mouth preach. Following that a sacramental sion on its Mississippi trip.
draft Is light
Being
direct from Paducah to Kingston, Ja- steel, and the
plosion (Klett-net. I man is untilled. Most of Mr. Lemon's pasture service will be observed,
Mutate
Mexican
hot
the
built
the
for
Aleammr.A
maica on the first trip, after a cargo
der arrest charged with having
Is as green and fine as could be picStock Policeman Kept Busy.
of fancy shells. Four months will be steamer presente several oddities tured. but the part that had been
the bomb In his poitereelon.
Last
night brought strenuous exLITTLE
PAIR
BABY
OF
ROCKS
required to make the round trip. The There was not a glass window on the covered by the army worms was as
periences to Stock Policeman LycurMAKES
MT
ON
THE
STAGE.
passen-lboat,
only
screens being the
covering if a tire bad
heat of course can de little
HAVANA STRIKE.
swept over it. The only
gus Rice. He was called out at it
Havana, May 14.--Sten moth I p
ger carrying with the crew of four to of the windows The thirty has way to stop the destruction of the
o'clock to Twentieth and Jefferson
on_
"A Little Pair of Baby Socks" is
acoomModate, but an amount of Ifound this airiness extremely
linen here are threatened with a
worms it to dig a trench in front
streets and lassoed a cow, but, did
freight equivalent to a large freightieomfortable lately, as the wssther of their line of march and when they the title of a song written by Mr, Hal
strike similar to that, which ham
not know he was suoceesful
The.
car can be carried He has not made has been cold
caused A tie up of shipping in
The"
bin 14 l'Ult of fall into It, run over It with a bar- Walter*, of Paducah, and critic's say rope suddenly pulled out
of his
any contract vet with Paducah mem_ cedar sent up to Pittabisre from row burying them. Every effort. Is It Is sure to make a hit. The
New York harbor. All longshoremush- hands and the sew *waned. Af 4
miselon Merchants to bring fruit but Mexico by the
none. Per:, of the being made to stop this Vest, which ier by Mr. Raymond
men employed,on the &elm have
Ray, a composer o'clock this morning he was celled
I
expects to make that part of his bulls
threatened to one work. allegis in by the ante with the unseasonable ireetlier Is of 'Pearlsl bits, and
willl
Itratli
i
to hi
the eons is rung out the second time to Nisoteenth
ing the comp/mien have failed to I inevs. Importing rare Rea shells
Mos calls or R gulf voyage and tering the farmers Cause far worry With sulleelle by *he
Alleetie Powers and Clay ;streets and arrogated four
be the main Object of the venture.
comply with the rate agrement.
about next year's crops
the ettsanter as built with an eye
in "T
cows wh

Congressman John Dalzell on RiVer From
Pittsburg on Way Doten to Netz, Orleans

VESSEL SAILING
OUT OF THIS PORT

Aut

ARMY WORMS ARE 1FOUR LICENSES
RUINING FARMS ISSUED TO PREACH

TO GET NEW FRONT
TO CUSTOM HOUSE
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HONDURAS AGAIN 1 BASEBALL NEWS
IN THROES OF WAR

Convalescents fleet; a large amount of nourish.
ment in eazily digested form.

ected

National League.

Scott'," Erne-Li-Ion is powerful nourish.
highly concelitrated.
This Time Over Succession of
The Presidency

makes bone, blood and muscle without
utting any tax on the digestion.

Philadelphia
Chicago
Batteries—'Corridon
lase's; Lundgren and

H E
2 4 4
5 10 1
and Jack-

ALL DRUGGIST!): 500, AND $1.00.

R H E
New York
1 7 0
Nicaraguan Army Takes Field in Role
0
)
1 664666
00
1/100.
Cincinnati
0 6 0
of Peace Maker To Aid SomeBatteries— McGinnity and Bowerbody To`rower.
and that all known creditors and othBankruptcy Notice.,
man; Mason and Schlel.
In the District uourt or the United er persons in interest may appeal: at
States for the Western District. of said time and place and show. cause,
R H E
if any they have, why the prayer of OUT LOOKING FOR EACH OTHER Brooklyn
Kentucky, in Bankruptcy:
2 3 3
In the matter of Chap Hobbs, a the raid 'petitioner should not be
St. Louis
3 8 2
•
granted.
bankrupt:
Batteries— Henley and Ritter;
Witness the Honorable Walter EvKarger, Beebe and Noonan.
On this 13th day of May, -A% D.
Cortez,
(via.
Puerto
New
May
7,
ans, Judge of the said Court, and
1907, on considering the .petition of
the seal thereof, at Paducti)), in Orleans, May 14.)-- War is again
the aforesaid bankrupt for discharge,
R H E
said District, on the 13th day of breaking out in Honduras, according Boston
filed on the tenth day of May. A. D.
1 17 2
to travelers arriving here from the
May, A. D. 1907.
Pittsburg
1907, it le ordered by the court that
14 18 4
interior.
Fighting
this
time
is
beJ. R. PURYEAR, Clerk.
Batteries--Young, Horner, Boulles
a healing be had upon the same on
tween the same armies which took
and Needham; Leineld, Phillippl and
the 25th day of May, A. D. 1907. bepart in the. cohquest just completed,
"When do you expect to begin
Gibson.
fore said court, at Louisville, staid
but with a new arignment of parties.
mine?"
working
"As
the
soon
as
we
district, at 10 o'clock in the toreThe quarrel is over who shall be presnoon, or as near thereto as practica- get through with the public."—Judge
American League.
ident.
ble; and that notice thereof be pubR Ii E
Nicaraguans as well as Hondurans,
Nothing great was ever achieved
lished one time in the Paducah Sun,
1 3 2
comprise the present belligerents. Chicago
a newspaper printed in said district, without enthusiasm.
9 17 2
This time however, Nicaraguans, In- Philadelphia
Batteries— Patterson, White and
stead of fighting as conquerers, are
1111ffille
marching tinder the guise of peace McFarland; Waddell and Sehreck.
makers their object being to support
with arms one of the presidential aspirants.
Three Armies in Field.
At the present two small armies
are repeated to be marching against
Tegucigalpa, while a third has sailed out to meet them. General Sierra,
leader of one of these armies is himself a presidential candidate. His
army was organized at Amapala, and
its exact whereabouts is now
unknown.
The second attacking column is
said to be led by General Herrera in
-onimand of 3,000 Nicaraguans. In
opposition to these forces General
Guisterez has marched from Tegucigalpa and is said to have stopped
the Nicaraguan party. at Nacaome.
Whether there was serious lighting
has not been learned.

The Want Ads. in the Paducah Papers
Indicate the Telephone Situation
Note the telephone numbers given in advertisements in the Paducah papers end you wiLl find the East Tennessee used almost
exclusively. Many consider the name of the company viperminus recogni ring only the East Tennessee.

EAST TENNES§tLEPHONE CO.

NEED LUMBER? I
Buy

your Lumbr!r, Sashes, Shingles

and Mouldings from

The Fooks.Acree Lumber Co.
and save your money, for it is not the
money you make but the money you
save that counts.
Both Phones 1276.
Tenth and Monroe Sts.
ier■orommissosamommoutow

Total
Total resources

•••••

,..

DIRECTORS:
W. F. Bradshaw, of Bradsh3iw & Bradshaw, Attorneys; J. A.
Bauer, Wholesale Pottery; Loulti F. Kolb, of Kolb Bros. & Co.,
Wholesale Drugs; H. A. Petter, of H. A. Petter Supply Co.; Boat
Supplies; C. F. Itleke, of C. H Rieke & Sons,liVholesale Dry Goods;
Muscoe Barnett, Supt. & Treas. Pad. Water Co.
GEO. C. THOMPSON, President...
' T. J. ATKINS, Vice Presklent.
ED. L. ATKINS. Cashier.

4

Inoorpe • 11

House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
1.22•124 N.Pourth St.

Phonon'7/57

great success.
So to protect you and ourselves against
fraudulent counterfeits we placed the s;gnature of V: eitcy;_ on the package.
This signature is protected by the
law, whae the name Toasted Corn Flakes
is not.
As a consequence there are many
-Corn Flakes" now on thc market. The imitators have
succeeded in copying most everything except the flavor. That is the
exclusive possession of the genuine. The process by which this deli-

cious flavor is produced

is secret.

It cannot be reproduced.

When you buy -Corn Flakes" you want the hest. You want the kind with
kind that is always delightfully Crispy and tender. You want thc

GENUINE

TOASTED CORN FLAKES
Then always look on the
package for the
signature of

BURGLARS

Paducahan Is In Trouble.
John Bulger, of Paducah. well
FRIGHTENED
AWAY
BEFORE
known in police circles, is in jail
THEY FINISH THEIR JOB.
at Huntingdon, Tenn., under a bond
of $250 for carrying concealed
a
deadly weapon. Bulger Is one of the
many arrested near Hollow Rock, Second Saloon Robbery Near Ninth
Tenn., two Sundays ago for crap
Street and Kentucky Avtnue
shooting at a Baptist foot washing.
in a Week.
BATTLE CREEK TOASTED CORN FLAKE CO., Battle Creek, Mich.
Bulger was given "skidoo" orders by
Chief Collins, and rather than go to
arrangements have been made for a will leave Richmond OM return trip
work is said to ha‘e accepted the
Burglars fled from the Charles
special train of Pullman Standards after the parade and unveiling of
order.
Graham saloon at Ninth street and
and Tourist sleepers, comfortable Davis monument Monday, June 3rd,
Kentucky avenue, bust night with a
day coaches and baggage car to run arriving at Nashville Tuesday afterMayfield Military.
32 caliber S. & W. pistol, after failthrough to Richmond. The change noon. Round trip rate from PaduLewis Robbins has received a leting to break open the cash drawer.
in dal of departure to the 27th was cah to Richmond only $10.80; boat
ter from Adjutant General Lawrence
The proprietor believes that 'setaemade so as to take In the Jamestown ride to Jamestown exposition and
Wallace Park casino.
which stated that the news military
trians frightened them away as tney
Tonight—"The Traveling Man." exposition before the reunion. Slec- return $1.50, Leave l'aducah over
company for May-field was an enured
fact. The company will now be or- had all but succeeded in breaking Local talent for benefit of Charity tal train will arrive at Rfchmond N., C. & St. L. railway at 7:45 a. m.,
Tuesday afternoon, and early Wed- arrive at Nashville 1:P2 p. m., in
ganized In the next few days so that Pilo the, cash register. One piece of club and Humane society.
nesday morning a day trip will be ample time to connect with the specthe boys will be in good trim by the trates fronting was removed and ter
made down the James river passing ial.
first of Augustovhen they will go to recOsie top broken in several plaeen
Opportunity to witness "The Traythrough
a
Jamestown Island and many points
If you are interested call at N.,
the Jamestown exposition.— Mayfield Eetrance was effected
eling,Man" at popular prices will be
rear window, the burglars prizing
of interest. Several days will
be C. & St. L. city ticket office, 430
Messenger,
extended the public of Paducah toopen the shutter, tearing the fastenspent at the exposition and then re- Broadway, or write to W. L. Hanley,
night at Wallace park Casino, where
ings out of the wood. This is the
turn to Richmond by boat up the general passenger agent, Nashville,
A TRIED PRESCRIPTION.
the closing performance of Mr. Boyle
James river in the day time. Special Tenn,
A tried prescription, highly recom- second burglary of saloons in Unlit Wooifolk's tuneful
musical comedy
mended by physicians for the relief vicinity in two weeks. C. E. Blackwill be given for the benefit of the
of disorders of the kidneys and blad- nail's saloon, a short distance
down
Charity club and the Humane soder, is compounded of
oz. Fluid
Ninth street was looted.
Extract of Buchu, %oz. Fluid Exciety. Many of those, who witnessed
trect of IIva Ural. I oz. Amet Cordial.
the two performances at the Ken% oz. Fluid Extract of Liverwort
tucky theater, will attend tonight
and 15 ozs. water. A dose of a tableThe entire production with
cast,
spoonful of this is taken three times
211-213 S. Third St.Paducah, Ky.
a day, and the continued use of the
"pony ballet" chorus and everybody
medicine for one month is calettlated
who participated, will be reproduced
to'drive from the system all the linperities which cause the diesaoe. EQUIPMENT CAUSED WRECK OF tonight.
while the treatment continues the
SHRINERS' SPECIAL.
patient should drink as much water
A Good Laugh.
as possible. The ingredients of the
It was a small house but a merry
prescription are all obtainable at any
first-class drpFtore.
Verdict of Coroner's Jury At San one that witnessed the Rerformence
of "Charley's Aunt" at de Kentucky
Luis Obispo, Cal.—Other Jury
theater last night. Etienne Girardot,
Remains Snead,
the original "Charley's Aunt," who
•
has figured in a revival of the success
of a decade ago in New York, is at
San Luis, Obispo, Cal., May 14, —
the head of the company, which inThe coroner's jury, holding an Includes dainty little 'Attie Alter, Sol
vestigation over the bodies of 11
Aiken, Frank Hollins, George LeThe following reduced rates
victims of the wreck Saturday afterGuere,
Charles Seagrave, Paul Bourare announced:
noon at Honda, today
returned a
get, Nkia Herbert, Pauline Net and
Los Angeles, Cal.—Mystic
verdict finding the verdict was due
Business
per month
Shrine and German Baptist
to defective equipment of the South- Helena Byrne, all farceurs of reputaPhone
Residence
per month
tion.
Not
,a bit of the frestrness and
Brethren, April 25th to May
ern Pacific railway.
snap of this ridiculous play has been
18th. Round trip, $60.50,
lost by the lapse of time. This ends
limit July 31st,
Other Jury .Find No Cause.
Jamestown, Va. — ExposiBanta Barbara, Cal.. May 14. — the season at the Kentucky. which
tion, April 19th to November
The coroner's jury, summoned to in- has been ft financial success, in spite
30th-15 days; $23.75. Coach
vestigate Saturday's wreck at Honda of the fact that the season river the
excursions on special dates;
hereto Stny I
and to Itx the blame for the death of country has been something of a dis$18,00 every Tuesday; limit
21 people whose betties are in this aster,
established
10 days.
IL.cm-g '
city, today concluded it was unable
Richmond. Va., round trip
to assign any cause for tbe wreck.
Corey Married At Early Hour.
$16.80. Special train
will
We Kite you the highest
New York, May 14.— William Elleave Paducah about noon
class
Dental work at the lowFIAMER BEDS
ite Corey, president of the United
May 28, carrying through
possible
price.
est
States Steel Corporation, and
Sleepers to Richmond, account
MaPlates —
$5.00
And Fresh Green Lawns Are Seen All belie E. Gilman, a former footlight
Confederate reunion.
Over the City.
Gold crowns.-$4.00
favorite, were married at Hotel
Louisville, Ky.—Account of
Landscape gardening in Paducah Gotham this Morning at 1:24. The
Spring Meeting—Jockey Club
Bridge work..._$4.O0
has become a habit, and every where ceremony took place in
the royal
--$6.95 round trip, May 6, reGold fillings
1.00 lip
pretty lawns are springing up as if suite at the Hotel Gotham, Fifth 'avturning May 7; $8.95 round
fillings.
Silver
.75
by magic. Vencea are being removed enue and Fifty-fifth street.
trip. May 4, good returning
from around the humblest of resiJune 9; May 5-11-18-22-25Where Pain is Moen
I
dences, each neighbor striving to out
29, June 1-5 and 8, limit two
C. V. SPECIAL TRAIN
I p
days.
do the other. Florists state that
TO runorcr.qn REUNION.
We take out your old teeth and insert new ones the • same day.
flower 'Wee this season have eclipsed
For information, apply to
•
All work guaranteed 10 years.
any previous Reason. This morning Leave Nashville Monday, May 270,
City Ticket Mee, Fifth and
-F-zarntnidion Free.
work
of
planting on the Carnegie liat 3 p. m. Over N., V. & Ct. 1.
Broadway or Union Depot.
brary lawn began. also; work on the
J. T. DONOVANI
Troop- A and Company B. Conr,d
•Agt Oity 'ticket C
prittoMce yard flower beds,
orate veterans, have selected the
R. )1. PRATHER,
C. & t. L. railway and S. A. L. rai:
Over Cherry's Grocery, 2nd
11'Way.
Agent Union Depot Work Is a great ittalituUon— when way, vi
Atlanta, as their official,
rime, Hour.. Sam.te 0. m. Phone 130 Sund•r, 9 a. m in 4 p rn
411.11111111111•1111.11111111111101.111111111111111111 we eau Induee otherp 11, de it
route ti the Richmond reunion, itisd)
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DEFECTIVE

GUYUndertakers
NANCE
&
SON
and Embalmers
Two Phones From Which to Choose
TAKE THE HOME,
YOU CAN'T LOOSE.

PADUCAH HOME TELEPHONE GO,, Inc.

i

Early Times
And

Jack Beam
Is not bottled just as soon as it
attains the required four years of

age, but it enjoys the full eight
year bonded period and is not
bottlerd until it is eight years old.
Watch the stamp—it protects you.

the taste—the

•

•

4

tiatt0,000.0()
.11985,453.=

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

R H E
St. Louis
5 9 2
Washington
4 11 3
Batteries--- Jacobsen. Howell and
Spencer; Falkenberg, Graham and
Blankenship.

We knew that it would tit the
that it
would be successful. We karw
that its popularity would brine imitations. That is the history of every
popular taste. We knc-w

THEATRICAL NOTES

$230,000.00
100,000.00
230,000.00

•

R1•1 E
Cleveland
1 4 2
New York
7 9 4
-Batteries—Moore and Clark; Orth
and Klelnow.

When we produced
Toasted Corn Flakes, we
knew that its flavor was right

41

American- German National Bank
'.
Capital
Surplus and undivided profits
Stockholders liability

RJI E
Detroit
.4 10 2
Boston
1 7 0
Batteries-- Stever and Schmidt;
Dineen and Armbruster.

awl

RELIABLE
I DENTISTRY
1

I

THE IIILL DENTAL CO.

I

•
•

•

r2VDCOAR 'EVENIM

TUESDAY, MAY It irin

MT"

PAGE TWRF:P.

•

No Home in Paducah is Complete Without a
Copy of The Sun, 10c a Week.
•.-

4

Rid Your Howe of
Those Mean Filthy

For durability, beauty
and satisfaction
should be

ROACHES
Katnleiter,the Grocer,
has the goods that
will do the work.

Slate or Tin Shingles
For estimates eat! on
e•

R. Davis & Bro.
Phone 207.

C. L. VanMeter, Manager.

Mechanics and
Farmers Savings
Bank 87trioadi+av.

Large moving vans. Competent men.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

Screen Doors,
Refrigerators,
Freezers.

Get it at

HANk 4 DAVIS
Old Phone 690-tn.

Up=to=Date
Picture
Framing

Tasteful
Jewelry:Store
Shows the largest astortment in Paducah.

Sanderson 4 co

•

Decorating
SANDERSONI CO.

Yon will want your carpets cleaned, and well cleaned, too. Don't hire
a matt with a broom stick to do the
work; he will beat the very life out
of your carpet and even then it won't
liec''an. Our new rotary carpee
cleaner takes every particle of dust
makes It
out of the carpet and
fresh arwl bright as new. Call 121
and let us tell you about it.
NEW MI'LAINDRY AND
CARPET (MEANING WORKS.

•

•

And

l'hon e

Phone 151.3

4

Wall Papering

•
4714t'

49

•

4
,

Makes it easy to put handsome new furniture
in the home. Dollar down, dollar a week
opens an account.

F. N.GARDNER,JR. CO. I

SHERRILL:RUSSELL
LUMBER CO.,Inc.
Both Phones 295,

Eleventh and Tennessee Sts.

Manufacturers,
Dealers Building Material of All Kinds.
Wholesale and Retail.

,

PAGE

and only precipitate action can rob
them of it Issues involving the personnel and associations of the DemAFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
ocratic mayoralty ticket will win the
BY TUE SUN PUBLISHING CO. battle for the Republicans, if they
INCoRPoitAT&D
wait until events have shaped these
F. M. FISHIslit, President.
issues
and clearly defined the situaPAXTON,
Oeneral
Manager.a J.
tion, so that the right men for the
sunsemiterinie
lintered at the postoffIce at Paducah, emergency may be selected. The result of this campaign is not going to
Ky. as second class matter.
THE DAILY IIVN
rest in the warmth of a handclasp.
itjtarrier, per week
..10 or be measured by a cyclometer.
By mall, per month, in advance.. .26
There are weightier matters than the
$L60
By mall, per year, In advance
personality of a popular campaigner
THE WEEKLY 11LN
For year, by mail. postage pahl.•I1.00 before the people of Paducah this
Address THZ SUN, Paducah, Ky.
year. They want a man, not a poliPhone 258 tician—a man, whose candidacy rep0111‘e. 116 South Third.
Payne & Young. Chicago and New resents something besides his own
ambition and the ends of peculiar inYork, representatives.
THE SUN can be found at the follow- terests; whose incumbency will 'pelt
business stability and the protection
ing places:
R. D. Clements & CO.
of individual rights, the just enforceVan Culin Bros.
ment of all municipal regulations,
Palmer House.
the upbuilding of Paducah on a
John Wilhelm's.
sound basis.

the Vabucab Sun.

num
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DYING STATEMENT
MADE BY MACK 911KINNEY BUT
HE MAY GET WELL.

Physicians May He Has Rallied and
Attorney Is Mum About Nat.
.ture of Statement.

DID YOU TARE IT?
If you have not already done
so, get from any good pharmacy
Fluid Extract Dandelion onethe following:
half ounce, Compound Kargon,
one ounce, Compound Syrup
Sarsaparilla three ounces. Mix by
shaking well in a bottle and
take for each dose one teaspoonful of the mixture after your
meals and
at
bedtime; also
drink plenty of water.
This is the most simple
though remarkable prescription
ever written to cleanse the blood
of impurities and waste matter
aird now is the time to take it.
It acts as a powerful tonic to
the Kidneys, forcing them to alter out the acids and poisons,
overcoming Rheumatism, Bladder and Urinary troubles and
the hundred and one other miserable afflictions resulting from
sour, impure blood.
A well known local druggist
states that never to his knowledge has there been any such
valuable advice offered a community, and predicts this will
prove shortly one of the healthiest places in the world. Men
and women of all stations of
life are making up the prescription and taking it, which can
not but Insure better health and
less disease here shortly.
Show this to your yellow and
sallow complexioned
acquaintances, or those who never feel
well and hearty. It's their bed
blood, and they will thank you
for this Information.

TrESDAY, MAY 14: '---

WHOLE GANG
BEING TAKEN IN BY POLICE FOR
BLACKNALL BURGLARY.

Lot of Bedding Found in House of
Eliza Craig—Five Are Now
Under Arrest,

You can make better food with

Royal Baking Powder
ABSOLUTELY PURE.

Lighter, sweeter, More palatable
wholesome

4
Mack McKinney made a dying
Mary Eliza Craig, colored, is the
statement yesterday afternobn to
last person arrested on the charge of
Attorney
County
Alben Barkley,
burglarizing the Blacknall saloon on
Which County Attorney Barkley will
and free from alum and phosphatic acid
Ninth street near Kentucky avenue.
not divulge. He doubts if McKinney
She was arrested yesterday afternoon
will die. Yesterday afternoon McKinand a lot of bedding taken from the
ney was reported slowly sinking, but
upper floors of the saloon was rehis doctor thinks he will recover.
covered. The theft watt, committed
Will Hamilton and Will Alexander,
two weeks ago and Robert McGee swift,
who are in jail, charged with cutting
was first arrested. He "tipped off" dent's annual address will be the Shakeipeare.
him, exhibit no anxiety
over the
the name of William Jefferson, and features of the evening's program
The relation of the minister to the
The Democratic candidate for outcome. They have made no statelater 'Roy Dunlap and George Arm- before the banquet at the Palmer medical professlon--Rev, W. T. Bolmayor made his primary campaign ment of the affair since arrested.
strong. Yesterday he implicated the House. Paducah alternates with the ling.
on the issue of oustingChief of Police
Craig woman and the detectives and out-of-town districts in the selection
"Just In his judgments, true of his
Collins, and has engaged in more
INTERESTED IN RICE.
police are still working the pump of president, but it was the impres- word, constant in what he takes In
TUESDAY, MAY 14.
than one personal altercation
with
handle, believing that many more are sion generally this morning that this hand, secret in that he understandMayor Yeiser over the prosecution of Are People On Special From Lancasconnected with the burglary.
All eight would be abrogated this year. eth." —Si' Antoine.
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
ter To Louisiana,
a Sunday closing case In the police
the foregoing are under arrest.
to elect Dr. V. A. Stilley, at present
Fads and fancies In country pracApril, 11/07.
court. If the Democratic city adsecretary. Dr. Stilley has been an tice—Dr W. G. Kinsolving.
April 16...3910
April 1...3895
A special train with 97 passengers
ministration Is of such a character,
ecient officer and the
presidency
"My heart la ten times lighter
April 17...3906
April 2...394W
that a Democratic candidate may direct from New Orleans to Lancaswill go practically without opposl than it looks."—Richard III.
April 18...3908 seek the nomination
April 2...3897
Pa.,
ter,
arrived
morning
this
on
the
on a platform
don, to him. For secretary three loThe State Medical Society—Dr. D.
April 19. .3905
April 4...3903
denouncing them, when he himself regular time of No. 102 over the tillcal physicians are mentioned prom- M. Griffith.
April 210...3935
April S...3893
tads Central. The train of five cars
is backed by a political machine as
"The wetsht that is no burden,and
inently. It is desired to retain the
April 6...3892
April 22...3987 complete as the one in power, what was chartered by the Union Irrigasecretaryship in Paducah, which is the task that brings no sorrow." —
April 8...3900
April 23...3896 Improvement
company
tion
Lancaster,
of
to
Pa.,
may citizens expect
the center of the society as well as of Anon.
April 24...4097
April 9...3941
convey people and the inshrdluutni
from his managers?
The Medical Expert—Dr.Dudley B.
the territory. Drs. Vernon Blythe,
April 25...4115
convey people interested in Louisan&
April 114...3999
(Concluded from First Page.)
Not only has the duty to produce
C E. Purcell and L. Lyne Smith are Reynolds.
rice. This company has secured the
April 6...4119
April 11-3940
a good man devolved upon the Re"What he ought to know, and
in the race.
right of way for a canal to irrigate
April 27...4125
April 12...3965
that In no line of sssntal activity is
publican party, but there also rests 1,500,000
how he is expected to ttll
acres. Twenty-five thousApril 29...4155
April 13...4012
Present.
Thome
there displayed greater intellectual
the duty of selecting delegates to the and acres are already
The Southwestern Kentucky Mediirrigated. The
April 30...4132
April 16...3914
Those present this morning were:
egort and progress than in the medistate convention at Louisville, who rice fields are at Opelousa.
cal Association—Dr. E. B. Shelton.
So far
Total
103,237
cal profession in Its work of ameli- Dns F. G. LaRue, A. 0. Pfingst, Icwill assist In constructing a state ;400,000 have been invested. The
"I made the follerin observations
OVER EARTH AND AIR
Average for April, 1906
4018
orating the condition of humanity." van Abell, D. S. Deynolds, D. B. Ty- extrump'ry, like most other trials o'
ticket that represents the same trouble with rice cultivatiOn heretoAverage for April, 1907
3971
Dr. Reynolds mentioned his first ler, J. A. Jones, J. S. Troutman, E.'patience."—Lowell.
healthy sentiment. A strong state fore in Louisiana has been the uncer- State Holds Dominion Says Justice
visit
to Paducah to attend a medical B. Shelton, E. B. MeMorris, G. F.
Anything—Dr. Irvin Abel.
ticket will aid the. local ticket. A tainty of the water supply.
Holmes,
47
convention the first Tuesday in April, Beeler, J. M. Peck, W. S. Stone, V. "Rare compound of oddity frolic and
strong local ticket will aid the state
traveling
W.
Mills,
passenger
L.
Personally appeared before me,
1873. At that time he sal dthe pro- .A. Stilley, B. B. Griffith, J: S. Davis,
fun,
ticket. The two are interdependent: agent of the Illinois Central, was with
Washington,
May
14.—In
an
this May 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, gengram contained an unusual intellec- H. H. Hunt, C. 0. Gingles„ J. B. Who wishes a joke and rejoices In
but the two conventions should be the train.
opinion by Justice Holmes, the sueral manager of The Sun, who aftual tree
and the social features Brooks, S. Z. Holland, J. Q. Taylor,
pun."
made as distinct as possible. Just
preme court of the United States tofirms that the above statement of
were of a notable character.
W. M., Mason, Jr., A. J. Bean, W. P.
—Goldsmith.
now we have on our hands a state
day
granted
injunction
the
asked
by
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
the circulation of The Sun for the
The Doctor.—Judge W. A. Berry.
Committee reports were heard im- Alexander, W. L. Mosby, T. L. Lamconvention. Let us dispose of that Every do,e makes you feelbetter. Lax- Co. the state of Georgia against the Tenmonth of April, 1907, is true to the
king, W. A. Page, R. A. Brown, T. . "And Nathan, being sick, trusted
in order that there may be no con- keeps your whole insides right. Sold on the nessee Copper company and the Duck mediately following the opening.
best of his knowledge and belief.
money- back plan everywn ere. Price 50 cents.
M. Baker, E. G. Thomas, -J. T. Red- not in the Lord but sent for a physiThe
Session,
flicts, no compromising; that the deltown Sulphur and Copper company
PETER PURYEAR,
dick, Vernon Blythe, H. T. Crouch, cian—and Nathan was gathered unto
egates may go to the state convenrestraining these companies from the
A letter was read from the doctors
Notary Public.
TOO NtrcH RAIN.
his fathers."—Old Testament.
tion unhampered to do what Is best
operation of their smelters at Duck- of San Francisco thanking south- 'C. H. Linn, Te L. Phillips, H. T. CarMy commission expires January
Odds and ends of surgical situafor the party; and then that the city
town, Tenn. The smelters are near western Kentucky doctors for their ter, Charles Hunt, S. M. Morris, Ha
Drives Ben
Boyd's Colored Team
22, 19-08,
tions—Dr. Frank Boyd,
P.
Smith,
Sights,
V.
L.
KimF.
I,.
convention may be just as free to do
the Georgia line and they constitute sympathy and financial aid at the
Itack FrOtti the South.
"Physicians mend or end us,
the best for the party and for the
a menace to health and the source of time of the earthquake. Dr. Frank brough, J. W. Robinson, W. A. AshSecundem artem; but although
we
Daily Thought.
brook,
W.
J.
Cooley,
Bass,
M.
W.
W.
city at the local convention.
great injury to vegetation for a radi- Boyd outlined the program for the
sneer
Ben Boyd's colored baseball team
Richmond,
W.
C.
Purcell,
If the opportunity for great deeds
A.
P.
E.
us of fifty miles.
convention. The treasurer's report
In health—when Ill, we call them to
has returned from the south routed
should never come, the opportunity
He holds the case is not on the showed the society to be well off Moore, C. H. Brothers, Ed Young, P.
QUESTION OF JUSTICE.
attend us.
by
rain
but
Boyd
expects
shortly
to
Stewart,
H.
E.
for good deeds is renewed for you
B.
Willingham,
J.
E.
same footing as if between private financially. Dr. Dudley S. Deynolds,
Our general council has before it take it up
Without the least Propensity to jeer."
where he left off, and finFrank
Craig,
Boyd,
day by day.—Farrar.
,Webb,
C. W..
H.
parties, but that "In its sovereign ca- Dr. A. Pfingst and Dr. Irvan Abell,
a knotty question, involving justice ish the tour. At Memphis
—Byron,
three games
(1. Reynolds.
toward two worthy officials and con- were played, the Paducah tea msecur- pacity the state has an interest inde- of Lobisville, were made honorary
Professional reminiscences—Dr. H.
EARLY OCLNVENTION.
The Banquet.
scientious scruples concerning the ing one. The first two games went to pendent of and behiud the title of its members of tht society, as was Dr.
G Reynolds.
"Early convention" is a relative use of 'the public funds, in the peti- Metnphis by a score
Dr. J. T. Reddick is toastmaster at "Life is a jest and all things show It:
of 3 to 1 and 8 citizens in all the earth and air with- D. B. Tyler, of Madisonville. At 12
term. The Paducah Democrats fixed tion to reimburse the marketmaster to 1, respectively, but Boyd came
o'clock adjournment was taken until the banquet at the Palmer House to- I thought so once and now I know
in Its dominion."
their primary date six mouths before and the sewer inspector for fees paid back on the wind up
1:30 o'clock this aftetnoon. All the night and the following toasts will be It."—Gay.
and shut out
the election. The Kentucky Demo- their attorneys in defending their the Giants by a score of 5 to 0, He UNBROKEN SLEEP FOR 40 DAYS. papers scheduled for this morning's heard: Do It now—Dr. Philip If, Stewart.
crats held their primary a year before rights to office against the suit insti- went to Little Rock, but rain drove
session with the exception of the secNut! Ced.
"Our
Company"— Senator
J.
the election. Compared with a pri- tuted by the board of public works. him back without a game. Boyd is Man Taken Unconscious From Train ond on the program, were postponed
The McCracken ,County Medical
Wheeler Campbell.
Not Fully Awakened.
mary that might' be held six years In the first place, It is palpably un- considering an offer for two games
until this afternoon.
Society—Dr. B. S. Grtffith.
Here's to man—he Is like a keroKansas City, Mo., May 14.—T. C
before a given election, either one of just and a hardship for these two the latter part of the week at LouisOur inotto—To be the best county
This afternoon's session is occupysene lamp; he Is not especially
Webster, GO years old, who was tak- ed entirely with
these would be considered a late pri- officials, not high salaried by any ville.
society in the slate.
papers on medical bright; he Is often turned
down; he
en unconscious from an eastbound and surgical
mary. Compared with a
primary means, to be termed to pay out more
Good night—Dr. C. E. Purcell.
subjects. Dr. Dudley S. generally smokes; and he frequently
held three months before an election, than a month's wages to defend their GLOVES FOR MONEY COUNTERS. train here on April 2 and removed to Reynolds, of
"I wish that my room had a floor;
Louisville, will lecture goes out at night."—Anon.
the city hospital, has slept constant- on "Medical
either of them would be considered titles. That much is clear, and If
I don't so much care for a door,
Education in Kentucky"
The American Medical association But this walking around
ly for the last forty days and Is still followed
an early primary. Republicans must the councilmen and aldermen can
by discussion by three local —Dr.
Pittsburg Bank Employes Demand
W. W. Richmond.
Without touching the ground,
asleep. Physicians say he is suffer- physicians.
not allow the dates adoptecrby the harmonize a disposition to reimburse
Rubber as Protection.
"To business that we love, we rise Is getting to be such a bore."
ing from acute melancholia. He has
Democrats to deceive their sense of these officials, with the trust imElection of officers and the presi- betime
and go to it with delight"—
been aroused from time to time suffiproportion. A primary must be held posed on them, there should be
—Anon.
no
Pittsburg, Pa., May 14.— To ward
ciently to take nourishment, but at
earlier than a convention, because of hesitancy in making the appropriaoff threatened resignations. Pittsburg
the bitterness entailed in public de- tion. If the right of the general
no time has he been thoroughly
banks have agreed to supply their
feat and the open, hostile election council to elect these officials
had clerks with rubber gloves, which will awake.
methods employed by the feedbag in been tested by a friendly suit
entered lessen their chances of contracting
—Selling out Sowers' jewelry
getting out their vote and winning by the- eiey tudicitor under instrucdiseases from money which has been
store.
voters from the other side.
tion, the city would have borne the handled by unclean foreigners.
Four months is plenty of time in whole Coot of the proceeding. It is
ARE YOU HALF SICK?
which to canvass Paducah for votes.. probable that in putting an end to
The Paducah Beer.
A convention in June is an early this source of bickering between the
A Great Number of People Are., At
city convention, regardless of the legislative and executive departThis Season of the Year.
fact that the Democrats held a pri- ment., the city has been benefited to
mary In May. The Democrats can an extent represented by the amount
Weather conditions not alone afdo nothing until the Republicans en- of the attorneys' fees
The marketfect business they affect the health
ter the contest. Democratic candi- master and sewer inspector were
of the average person. Take a long
dates have just finished one hand elected by the general council, i. acsiege of inclement weather like we
shaking tour. They will hardly cording to the terms of the ordinance
are having and you find a host of
traverse the same route right away. creating the offices and according to
half sick people.
Those who voted for a candidate at precedent. After this, and directly
Spring days are the days of half
the primary may be expected by that contrary to the legal opinion of the
sick people—people just sick enough
particular candidate to support him city attorney, the board of public
to have little interest In anything
at the election. The candidates will works proceeded to appoint a marbut, not ill enough to go to bed
not care to meet those, who voted ketmaater and sewer inspector, and
Such a condition caiis for attention
against them, for a few months.
instituted suit to test the right of the
immediately, or serious results may
There is only one general princi- general council to make the appointfollow. The liver, stomach, bowels,
ple to guide a party in selecting a ments. The opinion of the city sokidney or blood may not be performconvention date. That is to set the licitor was upheld In both rourts,
ing their function properly, just a
Tho
There is health in every sip,
New Stare again demdate as late as possible. allowing the and now the marketmaster and sewer
trifle In disorder, and once corrected
onstrates that it Is first to
party time to complete its organiza- inspector, who gave up whatever emyou are yourself again.
Aye, and pleasure, too;
show the new things. Have
tion and the candidates time to make ployment they had before their elecOsteopathy goes right to the seat
you
seen
our
window
display
the canvass.
tion, and undertook the discharge of
of any disorders of this nature, and
So, ,et us hearfrom every lip:
of straw hats? It contains
There is nothing to be gained by their duties in good faith, are called
cures thefts
all
the
styles
in
straw
hats
subjecting the candidates to a long, upon to pay out part of their salaries
Osteopathy Is the one natural
Drink Belvedere, the Master Brew!
that will be worn this sumtedious campaign, affording
treatment in all conditions of stomtheir in defense of their office, to which
mer,
and
they
are
the pretenemies the. longer time in which to an ordinance, precedent, the city atach, liver, bowel, kidney, skin and
tiest yet turned out by hat
blood disorders. Without the use of
encompass them with
Plots.
The torney and two court, all said they
makers.
any medicines
Democratic organization' feels the had the plain right
with proper diet,
There Is no
with the dry hot air treatment, where
force of this argument right now. graft In this. It is just a question of
The Yacht shapes, with
Indicated the osteopathic treatment
Already the party organ has been justice and fidelity.
fancy
or plain ribbons, the
is an assured and permanent cure.
called upon to defend it. candidate
swell turned down brims, In
I should like to talk to you at any
for mayor against a "trend of afOne cigarette was responsible for
soft
straw weaves: the gracetime about the treatment for yourfairs." which, to use Its own word., klifing 90 Mexican miners by
careful Panamas vie with each
self, or any member of your family,
"Is to aid the Republican party In leanly being stuck in a keg of
powder.
other for favor.
and the best testimonials I can ofthe polls, or to state It even
more The extent of the casnalties always
fer you of thejreatment are the comcorrectly. Is to defeat Hon Thomas depends on where the cigarette Is
mendations of Padueah People whom
I .180 to Ws are the prices.
B. Harrison no matter who Is hurt stuck, ,
you know wen, who have taken the
or helped"
treatment.
Drop In to See them
That trend of affairs was superinRear Admiral Brownson goes In
Especially is Osteopathy a rational
dnoed by the candidate himself, no the navigation bitrenu to succeed
treatment of ailments Peculiar to
doebt, under direction of the same Rear Admiral Converse, who
Roes on
children.
organisation that is managing
hii the navigation shelf.
There is Health in Every Sip
Phone me at 1407, or call at my
silieloalgn. and that get the early
office, upstairs 514 Bandway, and
LOAD
date for the primary.
Under the n—ew charter, Chicago
I shall he pleased rozsc #1101111111It With
The Reetiblieana of Pad
Id tbluks she can get along on a tan
you.
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her home, 714 Broadway. A dainty
three course luncheon was served
The guests were: Mesdames J. A.
Rudy, D. A. Yeiser, W. H. Bradley,
J. K Ferguson, Charles Kiger, Earl
Palmer and Miss Helen Lowry,

!

nirs. Yerrimart

gudg,

•

Fisherman's'', Luck
Sale

Wedding of Miss Patton and Mr.
Circuit Court.
Mrs. J. F. Coving(on has gone to
Thomas Bean filed suit against
Puryear This Morning.
•
visit her sister.
Edna Beau for divorce alieging abanThe marriage of Miss Neil Paxton St. Louis to
V. Green has reMrs. William
Lament. They married in 1890 and
and Mr. Peter Puryear was quietly
turned front a visit to Uuiou Cit).
separated in 1906. •
solemnized this morning at 10:3.0
Tenn.
:etas returned from St. louis, and will be
The case of George Hathaway
o'clock at the parsonage of the St.
Mrs. John U. Robinson will leave against Ben Weille was dismissed.
Francis de Sales Catholic church.
tomorrow for Clarksdale. Miss., to
found in "charge of Sress waking Department
The plaintiff's motion for a new
The Rev. Father H. W. Jansen pervisit her sister. Mrs. Wilbur T. Gib- trial in the case of Maude Balthaser,
formed the ceremony which was witson.
Vitonday, ready to assist all old customers and
adntinistrator of L. P. Balthaser,
nessed only by the relatives of the
, Miss Nell Clayton, of North Sixth against the Illinois Life Insurance
couple.
street, has returned front Arkansas. company was overruled and an apany.new CMCS wko will 34 honor her.
It was's pretty ceremonial charMr. Oscar L. Gregory has gone to peal granted.
acterized by quiet and Simplicity. Nebraska City, Neb., on business.
The only attendants were the two e Mr. George C. 'Wallace went to
Deeds Filed,
groomsmen: Mr. Edwin J. Paxton, Mississippi on btisiness last night.
Nathan W. Eades to Marti, J.
brother of the bride, and Mr. MarMrs. N. H. Fentress, of Hopkinsproperty at Twelfth and Jackshall Puryear, brother of the bride- rule, is visiting Mrs. L.. S. Pettit, at Yopp,
streets, $2,500.
son
groom. The bride wore an attractive 1209 Jefferson street.
Thomas E. Boswell, 'et al., to Ann
and becoming traveling costume of
George
Messrs. Harry Judd and
deed of division.
Boswell,
brown voile-Panama, with hat, gloves Umbaugh, representing Mangum and
Harry Andrews to Fannie Ellis
encl. shoes to harmonize.
of
Fellows,
lodges
Odd
left
Ingleside
property on Fountain
Mr. and Mrs. Puryear left at 11:2e this morning at I:40 o'clock for Richardson,
avenue, $1,500.
EXPRESS COMPANIES WIN
to
attend
Georgetown
grand
a
the
for
entrip
bridal
east.
will
They
be
Nam
adermilorrhor••••itseratim.arsiibse
W. ,13. Holland to Martin Yopp,
at the Puryear home, 944, Jefferson campment.
in
Traffic
Jackson
and
Suit Involving the Alleged
Miss Katherine Graves, daughter property at Twelfth
street, on their return.
considerations.
other
Whisky.
and
$1
streets,
of Health Officer'W. T. Graves, is III
of measlra
Wed at Mayfield.
14.-The soWashington, May
In Police Court.
Ewing Houser, of 1005 Tennessee
Mr. Slm Darnell and Miss Minnie
United States tothe
of
court
prerne
McGee, colored, was held
into
ran
Robert
while
bicycle,
a
street,
riding
McAdams came to Mayfield from Pa-Attend the auction at sowers.
day reversed the decisien of the court ducah Saturday afternoon and were a barbed wire fence near Wallace over to the grand jury under bond
-For Dr. Pendley, ring 416.
of appeals of the state, of Kentucky united in the Viries of wedlock park and severely cut his scalp.
of $300, which he failed to give this
-For Copeland's stable phone 100
in the cases of the Adgms Express Saturday evenfri
Conductor S. J. Cunningham, of morning in police court
on the
Olie:3,0 o'clock at
--Some one smashed the small
commonwealth of
Harbour's company vs. the
the home of the bride's sister, Mrs. the Louisville division of the Illinois charge of breaking Into C. E. Blackshow case in front of
Central; has gone to Memphis to at- nail's saloon, 204 South
Kentucky, involving the alleged trafNinth
R. H. Poore, on West Broadway. The
store, 114-120 North Third street
instrument
the
tend
through
the annual meeting of conduc- street, two weeks ago.
whisky
in
fic
serge
Rev. C. A. Warterfleld performing
last night and stole a blue
tors.
companies, which
Other cases: B. Looney, breach of
the ceremony. Miss McAdams is a
coat. Detectives are working on the ality of the express
Captain J. H. Coburn, of the Mem- peace, continued; Chester Wharton,
companies
the
to
fkvorable
was
ease.
.harming young lady of the brunette
phis Paving and Roofing company, colored, drunkenness, $1 and costs;
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopatn, 41:00% There were two of the cases, both type, and makes friends wherever
to Birmingham, Ala., yes- Sam Liebel, using insulting language
returned
companies
express
the
that
charging
Broadway. Phone 196.
she 'goes. Mr. Darnell is a popular
terday afternoon late. Ile had been
and renting a house to a bawd, con-If no more smallpox develops in were using the privileges of inter- young man and is worthy of the
here superintending work on South
Maggie Moore, colored.
,tinued;
the Lee school, Fourth and Ohio state carriers to ship liquor into the prize he has won. He is a valued
First street and will remain away
breach of peace, $5 fine; Henry Hall,
streets it will be reopened Monday. state and sell it, contrary to state employe of the J. S. Downs & coin
several weeks.
This announcement was made last law. They origtnated in the counties pany monumental works at Paducah.
colored, drunkenness, $1 and costs.
Incorporated.
Professor O. Ronman, of Bowling
night by Health Officer W. T. Graves. of Knox and Laurel, both of whirh Mrs. Darnell is the youngest daugh-Pine carnations at 50c per dozen are protected from the liquor traffic ter of Mrs. Minnie Mcedams, of Pa- Green, Ky., who has been the guest
LIST OF VICTIMS.
of Principal George Payne, of the
by a state plrohibition law.
at Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
ducah, and Mr. Darnell's relatives reHigh school, has returned home afIRV'S: POLK has best and cheap..
-Bethel Jordan and Marfiaret
side at Jacksore Tenn. Mr. and Mrs.
New Testimony Concerning Plot of
ter deciding to go to Germany and
pasture in the county. For pares,,
Jackson were married this afternoon CUBAN AFFAIRS BETTER
Jetties
Darnell have a host of friends who
university with Princiticulars ring 911 ring 1.
UNDER AMERICAN RULE. wish them a long, happy and pros- enter Leipsic
be County Judge R. T. Lightfoot.
pal Payne.
-You know your. calling cards
FOR RENT-Seven room flat. SecLexington, May 14.-In the trial
perous life. They will remain here
Mrs. L. C. Rice, of this county, is
are correct when they come from the
Washington, May I4.-Official in- until Tuesday
ond floor Thompson apartment house
of Judge James Hargis for the murmorning with relavisitine her daughter, Mrs. John
Sun office. Script cards and plate, formation from Governor Magoon, of
417 Washington. Old phone 2130.
der of Antes Cockrill at Jackson.
tives, when they will return to PaOwen at Fulton,
$1.50 a hundred; the Old English at Cuba, has decided the state on the
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
Breathitt county, John Smith, who
WANTED--Firet class lumber inMessenducah to reside.-Mayfield
$3.00.
City Attorney T. B. Harrison,
improvements for the island, and is ger,
-203 for nice bundled spector. None but good man need ap-WE
TELEPHO.
spent most of Saturday afternoon
-Auction sale at Sowers-10 a. peculiarly interesting. Under AmerDemocratic nominee for mayor, will
telling of alleged Cox and Cockrill kindling. Johnston-Denker Coal Co. ply. Harris & Cole Bros., Metropom., 2:80 and 7:31 p. m.
leave tomorrow for his former home,
ican administration of Cuba's affairs
murder plots, resumed the stand, but
Circle.
Catholic
Rending
QUICK MEALS at all "tours, Buch- lis, Hi.
-Carbon paper that gives entire the income of the island has exceedVanceburg, to visit his parents. He
gave few additional details. He was anan's 219 Kentucky avenue.
The Catholic Reading Circle held
FOR BALE--The only bakery in
satisfaction, and every sheet guaran- ed the expenditures by about half a
will be gone about a month.
a pleasant meeting last evening with
not shaken by the cross examination.
cook, 408 town of 4,500 inhabitants. Railroad
WANTED-A good
Mr. Bob Parrish went to Benton
teed Is the Webster Mull Copy Car- million dollars a month, and now has
Mrs. John McCreary, 505 Harahan
John Smith swore that Judge Hargis Washington street, Phone 2500.
center. Confectionery and restaurant
this morning on business.
bon, handled only by R. D Clements about 16 millions in the treasury.
boulevard. The books for the month
Ed Callahan enumerated men
and
& Co. Phone 436.
Mr. N. M. Morris went to Benton
Restaurant. Open in connection, at a bargain. Address
BUCHANAN'S
were discussed. The circle is much
they wanted killed in Breathitt coun296,
this morning on business.
-City subscribers to the Daily
day and night, 219 Kentucky avenue. Elite Cito, Bakes,, P. 0. Box
in its line of study.
Serve.
Interested
to
Wishes
Ode
-No
them being Judge W. H.
Princeton, Ky.
Sun who wish the delivery of their
Captain J. W. Tyler, manager of ty, among
barLuekee's
M,
W.
PATRONOIZIO
Boise, Idaho, May 14.-Only a
the Standard Oil company here, went Blanton, 'Mose Feltner and John Ab- ber shop, Fifth and Jackson,
papers stopped must notify our colLEFT tavott- We nave a few
over to
given
was
today
of
fragment
•
testimony
new
entirely
is
This
Matinee
ner.
Musical
Club.
to Benton this morning on business.
lectors or make their requests direct
spring wagons and buggies that ws
trial.
Haywood
the
in
work
room.
The
actual
Matinee Musical dui) will have
FOR Heating and Stoyerwood ring must get
Joynes, of the and clitesed a stir in the court
Manager A. L
to The Sun oftioe. No attention will
out of our way, and to do
and the one step forward was the its regular meeting tomorrow after- Cumberland Telephone company, is
437 F. Levin.
be paid to such orders when given
so, will sell at a bargain, if sold at
talesman,
Grace
of
house
noon
parish
single
the
a
at
of
qualification
PEOPLE IN PANIC.
in Fulton today on business.
for once. Sexton Sign %Vorke 16th and
RING 316; either phone,
to our carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
peremptory Episcopal church. The American comMr. E. W. Whittemore went to
Rome, May 14.-Earthquake
--The United States civil service who seems marked for
"Cleans All" Furniture Polish.
Madison. Phone 401.
poser Gaynor and Chadwick will be Birmingham this morning on busishocks felt In the neighborhood
commission announces examinations challenge later. The rest of the time
photoLOST -Gold locket with
hickory
TELEPHONE 655 for
featured. Miss Julia Scott and Miss ness.
of Mount Etna have caused a
for this district as follows: Lanston went to the talesmen of the special
graph of C. F. Schrader and wife,
wood.
afthe
Mary
for
leaders
the
are
Scott
operator, venire, and the reasons that made it
Mr. J. B. Lord, president of the
Mergenthaler
panic among the people living
operator,
between Thirteenth and Monroe and
ternoon. The program which is espe- Ayer & Lord Tie company, orChlCLOTHES cleaneo, pressed, reelectrotyper's helper (floor hand) impossible for them to serve the state
near the volcano. Dispatelles
,N. C. & St. L. R. IR. depot. Finder
will
cially
attractive
include:
at this time.
cago, ill., is in the city on business.
paired. Jas. Duffy, Phone 9611-e.
and electrician, ell for June 12.
from Catania, Sicily, say since
'return to C. F. Schrader and receive
Current events.
Mr. Artie Hale went to Murray
-Auction sale of Jewelry at J. D.
yesterday continued
midday
FOR RENT-Furnished room at reward.
PurBiographical
SketchesMiss
this morning.
Notice.
Sowers.
shocke have been felt. The
912 Broadway. Phone 2388,
year.
WANTED-For U. S. Army; AbleMr. C. L. Meyers, general contracThere will be a meeting of the
-We give you better carriage and
greatest fear is that one of the
THREE GOOD HUSTLERS wanted bodied unmarried men between ages
Plano solo, "To Spring," (Grieg) ting agent for the Cumberland Telebetter service for the money, than building committee at their office in
worst eruptions is about to otro
at once. Barksdale Bros., Co.
--Miss Mary Bondurant.
of 21 and 35; citizens of United
phone comeany, was in Paducah yesis given by any transfer company in the High pchool building tonight at
cur. The exodus of panic strickVocal solo, selected (Chadwick)- terday, leavin last night ter the
ANYONE desiring stock pastured. States, of good character and tem.
America. Fine carriages for special 7:30 o'clock for the purpose of inincreasgreatly
was
residents
en
Mies Caroline Ham.
perate habits, who can speak, read
Ring old phone 178 ring 1.
south.
occasions on short notice,,also ele- specting the plans and specifitations
ed today.
Livey,"
Piano
"La
(Chainisolo.
ElevSouth
of
Miss Jettle Harper,
WANTED- Good fresh -lunch and write English. For information
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co. of the school houses to be built.
nade)-Miss Lula Reed.
apply to recruiting officer, New Richcow. Ring 649, new phone.
enth street, is seriously ill of ty-If you havn't time to go home
A. 1.1ST, President.
Dick Calls Off Harmony Meet.
Virtuosi
Composers
and
Women
as
mond Hoose, Paducah, Ky.
fever.
phoid
FOR SALE--Cheap, square piano
to lunch, try Whitehead's 25 cent
14.--- Senator
0., May
Akror
-Mies Jennie Gilson.
is
Paducah,
of
Eubanks,
WA'NTED-Shoes to bait sole.
C.
W.
Dr.
service.
street.
Polite
Fifth
North
dinner..
River Excursion
Charles Dick issued a statement re- Apply 320
Vocal solo, "0, Let Night Speak of
Men's sewed half sole 75 ceSts; half
a member of the legislative commit-Place your orders ror wedding
On steamer Louisiana Friday nign;
a
of
meeting
the
FOR RENT--2 unfurnished rooms
Me." (Chadwick)-Miss Anne Brad- tee of the Kentucky Homeopathic so- scinding the call for
sole and heel. $1. Women's sewed
The Sun is at 7:30, returning at 10:310. Ote for
Invitations at home.
Republican state central committee to a couple, all conveniences, 522
shaw.
Louisville.
at
meeting
is
which
ciety,
half sole, ;se cents: half sole and heel
showing as great an assortment as round trip. Splendid music, danctogether
Wednesday
at Columbus
North Elath. Phone 1147.'
Piano solo (a) "Reverie" (GayHe did not attend.
75 cents. Best oak soles used. Welt
anywhere at prices ing free. No intoxicants or gambling
you will find
with all Republican congressmen
nor); (b) "Scherzino," (Chadwick)
YOU CAde get nice- bundled kind- work. Delivered. Rudy', Phillips &
Mrs. D, Q. Barker, of Terra Haute,
tnuch lower than you will have to allowed on boat. Right reserved to -Miss Virginia Newell.
from this state Republican county
Mrs.
ling at Johnston Denker Coal Co. Co.
daughter,
Ind., Is visiting her
pay elsewhere.
The
chairmen and other leaders.
deny admission to any one
Vocal solo:(a) "Slumber Boat"- James Wetherington, of Arcadia.
Telephone 203,
--)eectoing invitations, announceconference was called by Dick last
(Gaynor); (h) "Oweetheart Thy Lips
725
of
Scott,
H.
Mr. and Mrs. B.
COURTS 2.1 YEARS BY MAIL.
FOR RENT-Tniro floor over
ments and every character of enweek with the view to harmonizing
When a man has no religion of his are Touched With Fire," (Chadwick)
Madison street, expect to attend the
graved work is given careful, per- own he is apt to hide behind
conflicting Interests of political lead- Frank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th
his -Mrs. David Flournoy.
Confederate reunion in Richmond,
Kentuckian Weds After Long Siege.
St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office.
sonal attention at the Sun Job (Aloe. wife's.
ers in this state.
Va., the last of May. Mr. Scott apht
dance
a
With the Aid of U. S.
give
-The Jolly club will
WHEN in a hurry, go to BuclianInformal Affair.
a month in Richmond when be was
Harrodsburg,
Ky.. May 14.- As
pavillion Friday,
for
avenue,
your
Kestncky
219
an's
at Wallace park
WRECK SAFE.
Mrs. Arch T. Sutherland entertain- a soldier of the Confederacy, and is
-Presents after each sale at Sowthe result of a courtehip, covering a
Burlunch.
ILNpr7. O7. Tickets 50 cents.
May
Itheview,
Ill.,
at
ed informally yesterday afternoon
ell!.
looking foretell with interest to his
quarter of a century, but during
-Chicago auctioneers are here
glar% wrecked the safe and bank
FOR RENT - Rooms fdr' light
return to the htstoric city and the
for
last night with 011- , housekeeping. Apply to 313 Madi- which they never met in person, J.
building
here
selling out Sowers' jewelry store
unveiling of the Jefferson Davie mon______ CONSISTENT TO THE END.
W. Reed. aged 64, of this county, and
natuite anti *escaped with 12.300.
the benefit of the creditors',
son. Old phone 2950.
ument. They will visit the Jamestown
Miss Helen Jenkins, aged 63, of
WANTED-About 10-acre farm Quincy, Ill., have been married here.
exposition and spend some time . In
Note*.
Convention
Lawyer.
Colored
C'.
0. R.
with improvements. Must be cheap The bride Is the sister of a dead wife
Washington, D. C., with Mrs. Scott's
C. W. Merriweather, a prominent
MemPhis, May 14.-Already the
for cash. Address M., care Sun.
sister, Mrs. Posten. while away.
of Reed.
colored man of Paducah. was in the
de'egates of the Order of Railway
C. W. Wilson, circuit clerk of
ta
LAUNCH
hire
for
GASOLINE
beginCity Sunday. He was recently admitConductors, on the ground are
Graves county, and daughters, Misses,
MILLION PRICE OF SILENCE.
to practic4 law. He small parties. Licensed operator. New
ning to talk of the claims of' various
Wilson, spent,ted to the bar
Geneva
Carrie and
New York May 14.- Details of a
2840.
phone
old
344:
phone
grand
has had pliblished a book of Poems.
cities for the meeting of the
yesterday in 'Paducah.
FOR fine satnpie shoes at heir confession made by William 0. DougShadow',
and
"Lights
entitled
division two years hence. Three citMiss Lizzie Jones has returned
which is having a ready sale.--May- price call at Ben Klein's, 107 Broad- lass, former loan clerk of the Trust
ies are already in the race for the
•
from a visit to Mayfield.
company of American, made public
way,
Messenger.
field
latter honer, Boston, Cincinnati and
Messes Nell Burge, Cordie Gillum,
today are to the effect that netleg on
Hnntley,of
W.
George
f-Crtir
Goldfield Nev.
ON'S four-eyed gas stove and
Elsie Wallace and Mary Byrn, have •
the advice of a lawyer he hail planEngulfed.
Village
Whole
Division 26, Toledo-, 0., is being pushto
KenApply
fans
112%
sale.
for
returned to Mayfield after *tatting
ned to steel $1,000,000 worth of sefor
candidate
a
as
is
friends
-It
14.
reported
May
Vienna,
ed by his
tucky avenue,
In the city.
in order to compel the comcurities
opposition
Sarayevo that the Turkish vilgrand chief conductor in
Mrs. Lee Hite, 900 Jones street, front
MAGNOLIA Grove is mak-log ar pany to overlook his minor thefts.
a
is
who
Garretson
of
Chief
consisting
lage of Mustajbasie,
to Grand
rangements for a big ball May 17 at Douglass has already pleaded guilty
has returned home after visiting her
candidate for re-election.
and situated on a hill, was
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Carnal!, 24) houses
W. O. W. hall.
to larceny and Is awaiting sentence.
suddenly engulfed Sunday night, preof Grahamville,
To
4
or
rent3
room
HAUL
MAY BE RIG
sumably as a result of volcanic dieMr. Lee Hite is visiting friends
Theater. Treasurer- Do you wish
house, Address E., rare Sun, stating
Peoria, Ill., May 14.- The
turbanees. Several Inhabitants perTenn.
Springfield,
and relatives at
your
usual seats for tonight,
Mr.
number
rooms
of
rent
and
asked.
was
bank
City
safe of the Yates
escaping by
The Rev, D. C. Wright left for Ished, the remainder
SpInort?
FRESCO painters wanted,
Blown open Monday night by
"No; give me something cheapLouisville this morniug for I brief flightdress H. H. Meyer, 717 South Elevrobbers, who escaped. The safe
er."
visit.
enth, city, or Cadiz, Ky.
Is said to contain ilt2rt,000, but
Theater Treasurer - When did
Mei L M. Rieke wont to Louisville
the amount taken unknown.
WANTIDIF-3 or 4 girls to solicit. Mrs. Spinort get hack from
You'll be buying a tonic
her visit?
today on business
No experience necessary. Apply at
-.Cleveland Leader.
Miller went to
G.
.7.
Attorney
ly
one
need
soon-probab
flub.
006 North Seventh street.
Mayfield Commervial
Princeton today on legal business.
blayfteld, Ky., May 14.-- Quite a
sysBrace
your
up
now.
FOR RENT- - About June-1.-thres
The feature of one of the San
Mrs. W. J. Lewis went to Memnumber of prominent citizens and
room house, at 1100 South Fourth Franctsco theater programs IN movwith
VITAL
VIM.
tem
AtteWoman's
the
to
delegate
phis
as
business men met last night and orstreet. Apply to 13, A. 11111. Telephone ing pictures of, the eity's streets and
Mary Of the Order of Railway Con*
Coramerclii
Take our word for it. 964. *
Mayfield
-ganized the
other public place* before the ere
dneters.
club for the purpose of taking steps
There's no better tonic
Veit
MaPherwn left
B.
and
Mr
W.
Mrs.
JohnE.
R.
Mayfield.
to boom greater
/lest Tramp: "Wall. poor Jim's deed! But. say. even in his lest mom•nte
-- Sewer's' Jewelry atore is in dm
sold. Fifty Cis. bottle at credit to the hoisn. owner and mak
this morning for 9awann to attend a
ston wits cleated ternperary president he steed by what the booke'd tell 'the ethics of his profession,' didn't her
MU on the Preineah
Harness, hands of his creditors,
few
days.
club
The
secretary.
Lemon
GILBERT'S DRUG STORE and Saddle Co., 1.04
and J. R.
**send Tramp: "How'. Omer
Kentucky ayebids fair to aeon hare a large memFirst '''ramp: "Why, he died without a struggle."
Fier% and Orredny.
fine,
,
flwbscxibe for The Sta. *fat
The Sea.
jeliereelbe
bership.
1
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LOCAL NEWS

Hart will sell on
Thursday,16th
1
1
1
1
1

Jointed Rod - .25
Hook
Line
.25
Cork
Sinker
.50

For 23 Cents
Phone orders not accepted
for this special sale.

6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.

I
l

1
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Dandelion
A Simple Remedy For Liver Trouble and Billusnees.
Guaranteed under the Pure Food and Drug Act, June
30. 1905. Serial
Number 3517.
The liver is a wonderful orgau,alwaye at work filterin
g, purifying
and manufacturing ingredients nece,sary to life. It
is the central laboratory of the body. It plays the part of a natural poison
antidote. The poison contained in tee decomposing forel and waste of the
body are arrested
by it and rendered harmless. The liver is the seat of manufa
cture of bile, a
fluid that keeps sweet the intestine and aids to digest
food. Healthy bee
Is an antiseptic and when deficient or absent the content
s of the bowels become putrid and full of poisonous matter. You can
always keep your liver
healthy
in a
condition b yusing Dr. Edwards' Compound Dandelion
Tablets
Or Pills. They act directly upon the liver and produce a healthy
flow of
bile,
d•

COMMENCEMENT

SHORT TALKS BY
L. T. COOPER

WEEK INAUGURATED BY WEST
KENTUCKY COLLEGE.

TI'F.SD.4,V, MAT 11.

PADUCAH BOY
We are showing the new
golden brown
in ladies' oxfords, all sizes

THAT TIRED FEELING.

WINS. HONORS AT COLLEGE AF"That tired feeling" is a sure sign
TER THIGH SCHOOL liONORS.
that the system needs regulating. A
dull, droopy map
or woman needs
BereaIngrate Preached to Nineteen
something to get Will
Represent Engineering Departthe blood jumpIouths and Maids of Class of
ment of State College At Coming once more.
•
1407.
mencement,
The whole body
is clogged with
impurities, b u t
•
the seat of the
Mayfield, Ky., May 14.-Comtrouble is the
Anothesr Padecah boy has won
mencement week at West Kentucky
stomach. It has honors at college.
sold by all Druggbits, 25c; Schenck Chemical Compan
Mr. Robert L
y, Manufacturers,
been
gradually Acker, by
college began with the baccalaruate
e4-56 Franklin Street, New York and
(Look for thit Signature.)
virtue of his percents, avletting
down, onrmon by the Rev. S. B. Moore at
ly half doing its eraging highest, will represent the
Golden browk is just the latest color in browns and is
W. B. M'PHERSON, Druggist,
the Methodist church.
work, and the re- civil engineering department at the
being
worn extensively everywhere.
AIMS
M.
WISE.
graduat
The
ing
class
this
,com
year
sult
is
mencement of Kentucky State
is that the
Paducah, Ky.,
kidneyseiver and college at Lexington. An oration
composed of Misses Pauline Pitman,,
We
received &shipment by eipress ye,tertlay and have
will
bowels absorb the undigested
food
Rubye Houseman, Rubye Moorhead, and
all sizes. This shoe is made in the popular two eye ribbon
then the blood becomes muddy be delivered by 'Mr. Acker June 6,
their position. Spreches were made Ruth Williams, Ella Massie, Leona and sluggish. From
one to three commencement day. Mr. Acker is an
ties.
by Mr. J. W. Adams, internatIoual Haepy, Nell Happy, Gladys Brewer, bottles of Cooper's New Discovery unusually bright boy, and was valewill
get
the
Drop in and let us show it to you, along with our splendid
stomach back in shape.'dictorlan of the dais of '03 of the
representative of the United Broth- Ethlyn Corum, Bessie Oiven, Beulah
erhood of Carpenters and Joiners of Pryor, Amye, Orr, Atla Thompson, The tired feeling will surely disap-,Paducah High school. He Is a brothlimn;
of Men's, W91:11011'11 and Children:s Shoes for spring
pear if this is done.
ter- of Miss Anuabel Acker, the valeAmerica; Joseph Desberger. a mer- Alma Westmoreland and Cacye Lewand summer.
This letter tells what a woman
HOLD OPEN MEETING TO EX- chant; Eugene Graves,
dictorian of this year's class at the
County Attor- ellyn; Messrs. Terrell Fuller, Byron thinks who tried it:
PLAIN THEIR STRIKE.
ney Alben Barkley and Mr. George Hester, Roy Rutherford and
"I suffered from lose of appetite, High school
L. M.
poor digestion and general breakin
Wilson Walters, a prominent union Hammonds.
g
dowo. I was so weak I could scarce
man manage:- of The Sun job rooms.
J. 'ti. DUNLAP HURT.
Last night the Neotrophian society ly get about.
I felt tired and worn
Number of Speeches Made To Large The hail was crowded and every class gave an entertainment.
out nearly all the time. Upon
hear405 Broadway.
of residents was represented. The
ing of the great things Cooper's New Thrown Front Buggy and His Arm
Audience in Central Labor
speeches were excellent and the unDiscovery was doing for others
Fractur
ed.
Union Hall.
afflicted as I was, I began to use It.
Contractor J. M. Dunlap, formerly
ion men succeeded admirably in exBy
the time the first bottle was gone my of the firm
plaining their demands, and were
of Davis & Dunlap, suscondition was immensely improved
supported by all the speakers.
tained a fracture of his upper right
I now feel strong again and
do my
A well attended rueetine was held
own work with ease. Please accept arm, yesterday afternoon in a runaway on Jefferson street between
my sincere thanks." Mrs. M.
last night at Central leeior Union
-Adereading is hardly a "task"
Wise,
1217 Norwood St., Indianapolis,
Fourteenth and Fifteenth
hall where the uuion paiu_ers and if you are interested in your
streets.
Ind.
own
The Cooper preparations enjoy a James Maret,
River Stages.
•
carpenters pieced themselves square- porketbook--and in
son of J. C. Maret, was
human aff8irs Cairo
larger sale than any other medicin
37.5 0.3 fall
e.'driving, and before Mr. Dunlap could
ly before the public and explained generally,
That seems to prove their effieiency.
Chatanooga
8.9 1.1 fall
grasp the lines, the frightened animal
McPherson, Druggist.
Cincinnati
cramped the'buggy affd threw him
27.4 41.9 fate
Evanssille
out.
2,6.6 1.0 rise
Florence
His scalp is badly cut and his left
10.0 2.0 fall
Johnsonville-Missing.
knee hurt. He was able last night to
Agents fclr•
Louisville
start for Cape Girardeau, Mo., where
0.4 fall
he has several contracts. Young Ma6.6 0.2 fall
Mt. Carmel
Nashville
24.8 2.9 fall PREPARING FOR GENERAL AS- ret remained in the buggy and sucChronic Ulcers are the result of a deeply polluted and foul blood supply. Pittsburg
ceeded in quieting the horse,
SEMBLY AT
5.4 1.1 fall
The blood is filled with impurities and germs which are being constant
St. Louis
Biggoat and Oldeat•
16.8
0.8 fall
fed into the place through the circulation, until all the surrounding flea
Merely a Fable.
25.0 1.0 rise
becomes diseased and the sore an obstinate and permanent trouble. Mt. Vernon
A frog and a cow stood together
Every symptom of ateold ulcer suggests pollution; the discharge, the red, Paducah
29.9 0.3 rise Number of Candida
tes for Presiding
angry looking flesh, the inflammation and discoloration of surrounding parts,
Building, Paducah,Ky.
by the side oi a mei pond.
Officer-Something About the
all show that the ulcer is prevented from healing by the constant drainage
"Do
you
think,"
asked
frog.
the
Up one day and down the next is
Reunited Organization.
through it of impurities from the blood. This impure condition of the blood
"that by expanding to err in my seemay beitereditary, or it may be the remains of some constitutional disease the policy of the river this month
, After
tern I could attain your dimensions?'
a fall for Saturday and Sunor the effects of a long„spell of sickness, leaving disease germs in the system
,
The cow chewed her cud reflectiveor the absorption of the refuse of the body which has not bean properl day the river rose .3 in the last et
y
ly
Columb
us,
question,"
0.,
expelled through the natural channels. But whatever the cause, the blood
•
May
14.
Three 1-r -It's a hypothetical
is hours here. The stage Slay 14 last
clergymen are mentioned for the of she replied.
so weakened and polluted that it does not properly nourish and stimula
te year was 13.9. Business at the river
the place, and the sore cannot heal. Salves, plasters, lotions, etc., keep
"Well, you'll admit that hot air exflee of moderator of the general asthe is good.
•
sore or ulcer clean, relieve pain, and perhaps reduce inflammation, but
sembly of the Presbyterian church, pands indefinitely! You also know
can
When
the Chattanooga cornet off
never permanently heal them because they do not reach the blood.
S. S. S.
depends largely on its sanitary equipment.
which, meets in Columbus for ten that the epidermis will stretch a
the ways the last of this week, I:
You should be
goes down to the very fountain-head of the trouble, drives out all
poisons
days, beginning Thursday. They are mile before it will tear an inch! Now
and germs, builds up the weak, sluggish blood, gives energy and strengt
will
be like a new •hat. The whole
exceedingly careful to have
h
the Rev. Dr. E. H. Roberts, of Phil- if I take a large mouthful of air,
to the system, and by sending a fresh, healthy stream of blood to the disease boat will be painted
d
. IL new careet
the bathroom as thoroughly modern as it
parts, allowt; the ulcer to heal naturally and permanently. Nothin reaches
adelphi
a, the stated clerk of the as- and hold my breath, won't the heat
g
is being put down in the cabin today
is
possible to make it.
of
my body expand
inherited taints like S. S. S. It ,-le:.•.nses the circulation of every
the air
and
sembiy; the Rev. Dr. Frank E. Marstrace of and other repairs will
'
be made.
hereditary disease or impurity, and those who have nursed s.ud treated
stretch
my
cuticle
until
I
am
as
an old
We can solve the plumbing question for
Aboard the Dick Fowler on the ten, of New York, formerly of Colum- large as you?"
sore for years will experience good results as soon as the system
becomes
bus; and the Rev. Dr. F. F. Scovel,
you
by having our skilled plumbers install
influenced by S. S. S. Book on Sores and Ulcers and medica
trip
to
Cairo
this
mornine was a
l advice free to
"I can't say," replied
the cow.
farmer president of Wooster college.
all who write.
litessise Porcelain Enameled Plumbing
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA. GA. band, the first real indkation :hat
"F
"Frame it different"
ily.
Fixtures. A "5tsedsed' Modern Bathsummer has come. It will play en this state. The latter is said to be
The frog drew in a large breath
the
candida
te
of
the
room will add a wealth of health tb your
conservative and closed his mouth.
the boat all summer and 4 erbeess
Slowly his
denomination, body bulged out.
home and will increase its selling value as
will increase the passenger busimes element within the
A passing flea buzwell. Estimates cheerfully furnished.
like it did last year. Passengers He himself is not a candidate, but his zed an objection. With a loud report
bound for Cairo, who are leisurely.. friends are pushing his name. The the frog exploded.
take the river trip from Its novelty Rev. Dr. Roberts has been stated! Moral; Even the smallest brain Is
and enjoyable features. Also aboarl clerk of the assembly for many years, subject to storm. -Puck.
.y
the Dick Fowler this morning N% AR and D a large number is regarded
- s'as the logical candidate for inodera
the machinery of the Paducah Sad
"THE OLD SCRATCH."
dlery company being shipped to the I toreat this time.
How the Evil One Came to he PopoFor the Cumberland.
Cairo purchasers.
The
One of the many familiar lames
suggest
ion
has
been
made,
The excursion steamer Louisiana
will run an excursion out of this; however, that it would be a nice lady Known as "The Old Scratch,"
e and an expression of the hate of his satanic majesty is "The Old
cley next Friday night to Metropolts. itribut
l
The Louisiana is in tine shape and ,mony which exists since the return Scratch." It is undoubtedly due to
ofthe Cumberland Presbyterians to the fact that scratching is so disathe excursion steamers are
deter.(
mined to make this a good summer the fold If a representative of the greeable that people thought it no
tter were given the highest...Deice worse than the evil one. A scalp
These three attributee of a good bicycle can be found in the
for their business despite the ele- ila.
rnents. One week from next Sunday t within the gift of the denomination. full of dandru ff keeps one scratching
Reading, Racycle and Laclede Bieyelea. TERMS EASY.
the Louisiana will run an excursion i The coming meeting of the assembly ;all the time; not only disagreeable,
from Paducah to Cairo. In the is the first since the reunion was!but considered very inelegant in po!lite society-as it should be-be.
meanm
ti e excursions will be run out i agreed upon,
Sold and guaranteed by
t cause one ought to keep the scalp
of Cairo and Cape Girardeau. New I Just now there seems to be a apirit I
smokestacks are being built for the of co-operation and friendliness ruan-iso clean that it would not itch. To
Heated, somewhat in contrast with ,cure the scalp of dandruff effectiveLouisiana here.
Major CI:lades S. ilitche, govern- that which has prevailed in the past, IlY use NewbrOs Herpicide. It kille
326-328 SOUTH THIRD ST.
meat engineer inecharge of the 1111- I with the result that the Presbyter- i the germ that creates the dandruff,
New Phone 481-a
nois river and the upper Mississippi er ns have been divided. The Cum- i which. is preliminary to falling hair
Old Phone 743
river, passed through the city. He berland branch already has rejoined and. finally, baldnees. No other hair
, the main denomination and now
411111111111111111e
Came up from Chattanooga
It .preparation kills The dandruff -germ
on the'ia
believed that an anialgamatem ;Iferpicide also Is a very delightful
steamer Chattanooga. The Chattseire
nooga men would like to have him iwith the United Presbyterians soon and effective hair-dressing. Sold by
druggists. Seed
Die
in
aboard every trip, as the bridge ,will be effected. Overtures are under leading
way, and sane-thing definite may
tenders on the last trip of the
be stamps for sample to The Herpicide
boat,l
ha devery bridge open on the minute. accomplished at the coming meeting Co., Detroit, Mich. W. B. McPberson, Special Agent.
The Harth went to the Caseyville here.
Cause of Dissension Removed.
I
"nee last night with a tow of et"'
The United Presbyterians split
ties to bring back coal for the West
frost the mein body because they
Kentucky Coal company.
did
I
The J. B. Finley with 40 loaded 'not believe in the use of musical incoal bargee passed down at a o Mork 'struments In the church. Since then
-- ' -.-----fthey have adopted the
new and modthis morning from Pittsburg for
11-8.
8j1M
MisZs.Q31
ern musical features of worship, and
sissippi river points.
. The Clyde arrived at noon Monday now th-ere is said to be little differHE American Gentleman Shoe IS the most popular
from the Tennessee river and will re- el" of opinion between them. Should
shoe in the country selling at the prices, $3.50,
turn to that stream Wednesday even- the assemblies of both branches of
f4.00 and $5.00.
the church act favorably upon the
W. F. Pwl.ton,
R. Rudy,
ing.
P. Puryear
proposal to unite some time would
President.
Of course there is a reason for it. The Americ
°senior
.
The
Buttorf
f
Assistant esshier.
will
arrive late
an
.
toGentleman Shoes fit comfortably, wear splendidly
night from Clarksville and leave on elapse before the union could be finand
ally consummated because of the
Wednesday at noon for Nashville.
have style in every line-three qualities that appeal
to
schools
and colleges and other propThe John S. Hopkins arrived this
you, and every other mat..
erties, some of which
morning from Evansville with a
would
be
big
Hamilton" Brown, who mate these shoe*, make
closed.
trip and returned to that city
face00000
after
45,000 pairs of shoes a day. They make more
unloading,
shoes
The peters Lee will leave MemCapital
than any factory in the world, and their every endeav
• 0
.1$100.000
or
The Ferro is the :into marphis today for Cincinnati.
Surplus
.•
is to make the best shoes at the prices to be had.
•
Official Forecasts
••.. 50,000
ine.
Stockholders liability ..•.,
The Ohio at Evansville and Mt i
.
nim
i
Swot*
rl
ni
The great sales of the shoes attest the fact that
Is the easiest to operate, the
vernon will continue rising during
they succeed.
most durable and ecconOmloal
Total security to deposit ors
the next 24 to 36 hours. At
S2h0,000
Paducah
one ever manufactured. All
Accounts of Individu ale and firms solicited. We
We show American- Gentleman Shoes in any style
not much change, or will rise
appreci
ate
slowly
engine
s guaranteed by the
Small ap well as large de pedtore and accord to all
For beautifying your yards and
last, and in any leather you fancy-tans, patent,
24 hours. At.Clairo, will fall
She same
slowly
gun
largest factory in this world.
PIO I Dillte* on flower beds WP
courteous treatment..
during the next 24 hours
vicis and calf, in high shoes and low shoes.
The Ferro Machine and Foundry
will eon and saw you, Plume
co., of Cleveland, Otdo. Each
The Tennessee from Florence to
Selemaus Brim. for the largest
and all bearings are automaticty
and most complete stock pf
the mouth and the Mississippi
from
oiled. No work: this engine does
flowers and plants In the eltV.
below St. Louis to Cairo will fall
all of Its own work.
dur
Free delivery to any
leg the next 24 to 36 hours.
.
part of glue city.
OEMS SATURDAY latinTs PROM? TO 8
309
The Wabash at Mt. Carmel will
°MOM
remain aboet stationary or fall
slowly
ACIENT
Both Phenes• 191.
during the neat 24 hours.
407 S. 313 $T.
CITY

•

UNION MEN

•

COCHR.AN SHOE CO.

ACCIDENT INSURANCE

W. a

CURES
CHRONIC ULCERS

ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
Travelers Insurance Co.

PRESBYTERIANS

coumnaTs.

Office Phones 369.
camphon

•

Residence Phones 726

Good Health in the Home

•

E. D. Hannan

Ease Elegance Economy

•

S. E. MITCHELL

CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at

Olauber's Stable.

sa,asz

We are ready for all kinds ef hauling.

aitterna0

TELEPtIONF 499

T

CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK

This Gasoline Engine

FLOWERS

Interest Paid on Time Depoaita

LENDLER & LYDON
Broadway.

SCHMAUS BROS.

L.L.TIELSON

Third•and Broadway

•

.1•111.
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[ARK's_

A
MAKER
KIDNEY
GLOBES OF HISTORY

Guaranteed Cure
for all Kidney and
Bladder Diseases.
SMALL AS A PILL
EASIER TO TAKE

By E. PHILLIPS OPPENHEIM,
Ascher at'Ma

Master Mummcr," A.Prints 0 Nausea." "Myateriesua
fabbv." -Anna the Advent-urea." Etc.

Copyright. 1903. 19001. by IITTLE,

BROWN. and

Mr.

COMPANY.

7wo doms give relief, and one laex
will cure any ordinary case of EMI 3y or bladder trouble. Removes
travel, cures Diabetes. Seminal
Emissions, Weak and Lame Back,
Rheumatism, and all irregularities of
the Kidneys and Bladder in both
men and women. Sold at 50 cents
per box in the no cure no pay basis
by McPherson's Drug store, Fourte
and Broadway, sole agent for Paducah, or sent by mail upon receipt of
price by Lark Medicine Co.. Louis.
Ifs

DupontImported
Tooth Brushes
35 Cents

FOUR FIREMEN
ONE POLICEMAN
Appointed

We have just received a
large import shipment of the
famed Dupont Tooth Brushes,
and we are making a special
price of 35e of them, though
they usuaDY sell for 50e. This
price is no higher" than that
of any other first-class brush,
and you will find that a Dupont will outwear any two
other brushes you have :ver
used. They are absolutely
guaranteed against bristles
falling out and their peculiar
tufted surface enables them
to cleanse every crevice
A
Dupont brush will delight
you-no doubt of that.

by Commissioners

Last Night

!large

of Insubordination Against
Fireman Bud Harvey
Sustained.

(Continued from YeeterEgy.)
She shrugged her (Minty shouders.
('HANGER AT THE
"I am Indeed sorry to hear this," he
STATIONS
"You will wait," she directed. Then
said. -There can be no possibility of she turned to Dutscotnbe and handed
any mistake then?"
him a sealed envelope.
"None whatever!" the marquise de"If you please," she said. "will you
clared.
Patrolumn-Eimus Carter.
read that-now'?"
her?"
"You will permit me to see
Firemen—Max
Pruess, G.
W.
Ite tore it open and read the few
Duneourbe begged. "It I ant eot a hasty lines. Then be lookiel up and
Gibbs, Si Green, John Reeves.
very old friend, I am at least an inti- met the marquise's expectant gaze.
mate one."
"Madame," be said slowly, "does this
One patrolman and four firemen
The marquise shook her bead.
come from Miss Poynton of her own
were elected by the board of fire and
"She is not in a fit state to see any free will?"
police commissioners last night at
one," she declared. "The visit to th
She laughed insoleritly.
the regular meeting held at the city
morgue has upset her ainuyst as much "Monsieur." she said, "my guests are
as the affair itself. You must have pa- subject to no euerelon in t: :4 house."
hall, They were placed on duty this
tience, monsieur. In a fortnight or
merning. Stationtuan Bud Harvey
Ile bowed and turned toward. the
"Why have you taken your son three
weeks at the earliest she may be door.
was dismissed from
the service,
out of school without permission?" disposed to see friends. Certainly not
"Your answer, monsieur?" she called
charges of insubordination at StaFather (a grocer)-"But they were at prekent."
out.
tion House No. 2 tinder Captain Toni
"I may send here a roeseige?" Dun- "There is no answer," he replied.
ruining him; I wish to bring him up
!
Glynn, having been sustained
to carry on my business, and they coMbe asked.
4th and Broadway
Eimus Carter, the former saloonThe marquise nodded.
were teaching him that there are
(To Be Continued)
"Yes."
keeper, succeeds Patrolman Albert
Agent for original Allegretti
sixteen minces in a pound."- II Mot"And I may wait for an answer?"
Candies
Senser resigned. G. We- Gibbs sucto per Ridere.
WILLIAMS' CARBOLIC SALVE
"Yes. You can write it if you like."
ceeds Tom Moore, at Fire Station No.
Duncombe scribbled a few lines OR AVITH ARNICA and WITCH HAZEL.
4; Si Green 'I4ucceeds Fred Meuzier,
The best Salve in the world for
Better to die with empty hands the back of a visiting card. The marCuts,
Bruises,
Sores,
Station
Ulcers,
Salt
No. 4; Max Pruess succeeds
and still facing heavenward, than quise took it from him and rose.
Rheum, Tetter, Chapped Hands, and
Bud Harvey at Station No. 2; and
"I wilJ return." she said. "You shall
to die with both hands filled with
all skin eruptions. It is guaranteed
John Reeves succeeds Elmer Davis
to give satisfaction, or money reearth and your back toward God.- be entirely satisfied."
She left him alone for nearly ten funded. Price 25c by
at Station No. 1. William Nelson of
Druggists.
Chicago Tribune. .
minutes; She had scarcely left the
Company No. 3, was transferred to
WILLIAMS' M'F'G. CO., Pros.,
room when another visitor entered.
Cleveland, 0.
No. 2 and Max Pruess stationed at
The
Vicomte
de
Bereillee, in a dark
A nuisance is a nuisance, no matWAIL' BE SERIOUSLY HAMPERED No. :;.
His Prompt Emendation.
ter what particular kind of a nuis- brown suit and an apple green lie,
BY DONGSMOREINEEN STRIKE,
reeved Lia Duncombe and carefully se(New Orleans Times-Democrat.)
ance he is.
lected the most comfortable chair in
fre'VeF1/&*esils'ilielVeXiraortsielsger.
"The most laconic man I know of
•
his vicinity.
MEN AND WOMEN.
is a deaf and dumb man in our town"
you took my advice, monsieur,"
4
Minnie for annatiers
All Freight Possible Is Being Divert- I Voice the Index of the Mind.!
4
1.1•6 dam
due hercee,i dani m tempi
he remarked, helping himself to a one of the party remarked; "he nev04-arsete.6
sI frItalaune or ulceration,
ed From New York As Railer
writes
on
his
little
pad
more
than
cushion from another chair and placwe IS wskeerei
of mucous Reim fir en se
atoarliKares20
0
~40Ms2E2t2sWa90.
Walt
roads Feel It.
Prieseste
Prsinieee, ant not astriu
enough to convey his meaning.
ing it behind his head.
EhunsClicamn.Co. gent or poisonous.
"I admit it," Duneombe answered.
&sad by Druggrista,
"It happened he was a good poker
Cultivate a mild, gentle, and symor sent fa plain seraglio,
IL I. 5.
"On the whole. I believe that it was player, and one night won a watch
pathetic voice.
by expense, prepaid. to
II 00. sir SF tier 12.75
very good adviee."
.
and chain from a young man of the
And the way to secure a mild, genNew York, May 13.-With half a
"Would you," the vicorote murmured, town.
The young man's father, a dozen big ocean passenger steamers tle, and sympathetic voice is to be
"like another dose?"
-•
very pompous individual, heard of scheduled to sail today and twenty- mild, gentle aand sympathetic.
"I trust." Duneombe said, "that there
it, and, meeting the successful games- eight others due to arrive today and
The voice is the index of the soul.
Is no necessity."
ter on the street next day, stopped tomorrow the crisis in the situation
Children do not pay much attenThe vicotnte reflected.
him. The deaf and dumb man pro- growing out of the strike of
"Why are you here?" he asked.
long- tion to your words- they judge of
"To see Miss Poynton."
duced his little pad. On it the irate shoremen appears
to be at hand. your intents by your voice.
"And again why?"
father wrote: 'I understand you won
Your voice reassures. "My sheep
That
the
conditions
are extremely seDuncombe smiled. The boy's man- Bob's gold watch the other night!'
know my voice."
rious can not be denied.
ner was so devoid of impertinence that He
handed it to the deaf and dumb
We judge one another more by
(Incorporated.,
Some of the steamers sailing to
he found it impossible to resent his
man,
expecting
him
to
change
counvoice
than language, tor voice colquestions.
day went out with part of their in"Well," he Wild, "I came hoping to tenance and offer to give up his coming cargo still In their holds; ors speech, and if your voice does not
corroborate your words, doubt will
bring Miss Poynton some good news. spoil.. The latter did not quite do
others carried great quantities of
bed information which led me seri- that, however. Instead, he took the
as not measured by is
oesitette dark- wbetitersitte body which pad, wrote two worde carefully on coal to weigh them down to the sailWe are wen or repelled
by a
has been found in the Seine is really it' and returned it. The pompous ing line and still others had nothing voice. Your dog does not obey your
Jength, nor the price you
more than watter ballast.
her brother's."
father read inscribed thereon:
words; he does, however, read your
pay, but by the contentThe vicomte sat up as though he had
All the steamers have full cabins, intents in your voice.
or Money Back
"'Arid chain.'
been shot.
as the spring tourist season now is
ment that steals over the
"That ended the affair."
The best way to 'cultivate a voice
capital
i. t),1 18 years' success
Contract
$300.000.00
given,
backed
by
"I
take
"My friend," he said slowly,
at its height.
Is not to think about it:
smoker as he puffs away.
some interest in yciu, but, upon my
'Actions become regal only when
The strikers present an undaunted
WILLIAMS' KIDNEY PILLS.
word, I begin to believe that you will
Have you neglected your kidneys? front and rely as a last resort upon they are unconscious; and the voice
You'll enjoy the cigars
end your days in the morgue pnirself.
28 Colleges in 16 States. Indorsed by business !nee. No vacation
As you value your life, don't tell any Have you overworked your nervous sympathetic strikes by unions Mill- that convinces, that holds us captive,
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Have
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at
just
bladder?
We keep our
Have you a flabby apFix your mind on the thought,'and
PADUCAH,314i Broadway; or Evansville, St. Louis, or Memphis.
Meantime the ocean freight carryeombe answered. "and she has gone to pearance of the face especially under
the voice will follow. If you fear you
the right temperature, keepfind out whether Miss Poynton will the eyes? If so, Williams' Kidney ing business is demoralized and the
will not be understood, you are losPine will cure you-at Druggists. monetary losses are becoming enorPPP me."
ing them always in perfect
ing the thought--!t is.stipping away tint and emotion of the mind.
arker-"Slowboy is all
right,
The vicomte's patent boot tapped the Prfce 50e.
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Williams. Mfg. Co., Proles., Clevesmoking condition. We
And so, to get back to the place of when It comes to looking ahead."
floor slowly.
fuse freight billed to this port and
land, 0.
the voice. Then your Voice rises to a beginning, the advice is this:
The Parker--"Yes; but he's all wrong
"You have told the marquise." be resuit your cigar laste exactly
the big exporting houses are show
pented thoughtfully. "Stop: I nnist
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think!"
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There
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the gift of Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Crow- to store and pay for freight refused case is lost.
your soul is filled with truth,
He teaches me to be good that does
right.
If
of or need.
"Very well," he said. "Now listen. ell, of Blair. The building is their by steamship companies.
If you fear you will not be under- your voice will vlbrate with love, I me good. Thompson.
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Have you any
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Life is no joke to the chap who is
"The advice you gave me before rail,
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I know, good. It was eontinnetta ,few
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Your desire will be theirs.
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AND followed It."
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neck.
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affair Poynton Is in ereellent hands.
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Peace-be still! feel that, and
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Satisfaction guaranteed.
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lot Weather Comfort

GILBERT'S
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In the office Or store you
can avoid half the discomfort of summer by providing an Electric Fan. Don't
puit it off. Order it today.
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BURTON TELLS
ABOUT HOLD-UP

the cont,tr ill Lon of protective works
along their banks.
"President Roosevelt has asked
that if possible we report to hint before the next cesgress. I don't know
whether we shall be able to do that
While aboard the steamer Mississippi we shall continue our sessions.
We shall travel only during the day
and shall have plenty of opportunity
to study the physical needs of the
river."

TIA§DAY, MAY 14.
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tral ticket agent, who is oft on a
DRUG STORE ON FIRE. month's vacation, was in Paducah
yesterday. He came here from his
j
:
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ui
it
O
evni
et
r.dythe Great home in Slaughterville to pack his
Einthustoot
clothes preparatory to leaving for a'
trip through the east.
The many cures now being made
The local Illinois Central wrecker
iii Paducah has caused a flame of returned last night at 10 o'clock from
Thinks the Proposed ImproveMakes it Impossible For En 'conviction to sweep over many sick the Louisville division after picking
!homes, and many people are now go- up several derailed cars. One wits
ments Injudicious
gineers to Stop
:log to the drug store to get some of picked tip at Mercer mines, one at
Ithe great medicine. The instructors Nortonville, one siFox Run and the
are there from 9 a. m. to 12 m. and fourth at Haley.
Chairman og Rivers. and
Martians
Practicability a Question.
Special Agent Goes To irli/vert City
Mr. George Richardson, the well
from
2 to 5 p. nt.
he necessity of
Committee Wishes Sun ey of
Peoria. May 14.-- Speaker Cannon
To Investigate These Acts of
proving has *eased, as most of the known Illinois Central ear repairer,
Deep Channel.
spent today in Peoria. He was enVandalism.
We take pleasure in announcing that our magpeople are convinced and are buying went to Princeton this morning to
tertained last night at a dinner at
Root Juice because they can see the visit. Mr. Richardson has been ill for
nificent
line of White Mountain R.efrigeratthe Country club and in the course
great good it is doing for some neigh- six weeke of fever, and has been out
informal
of
the
remarks
a
few
said
ors is now on display and your most critical inspecWHO PAYS FOR WATER POWER
THREE LIVES WERE IN DANGER bor. The names of the people who but a short time.
waterway depends
future of deep
tion is invited. We want you to compare them, too,
Mr.
formerly
Foster,
of
T.
the
Y.
are
rapidly recovering health are too
upon the practicability of work on
George 0. Hart Sons Company hardnumerous
to
publish
and
with any other refrigerators made, for we have so
town
out
of
the Mis-Sissippi river below St. Louis.
ware store, has accepted the position
St. Louis, May 14.— Congressman
Train wreckers or mischievous people from different directions are
often seen comparison turned into enthusiastic apof time keeper in the Illinois CenBurton, of Ohio, chairman of the NaMYIEL ARRIVALS.
boys have caused the Illinois Central now calling for the rmedy. Those tral planing
mill. Be assumed the
proval that we have faith in the result. Just examine
tional Inland Waterways commission,
who
suffer with stomach, liver, kidmuch trouble recently at Calvert City
duties this morning, and succeeds
Who arrived
to
accompany other
ney
and
blood
troubles
spotless white solid stone lining, its glistening
its
should
in
Palmer—H. Luten, Fulton; J. D. and Special Agent Patillo Kirk went
Mr. Guy Watson, resigned.
members of the commission on an
Pryor, Mayfield; H. H. Heilbrink, up this morning to investigate. The duty to themselves try the great
steel wire shelves, see how open, sanitary and easy
Mr. E. Gourteux. toreman of the
inspection trip down the Mississippi
Dayton, O.: J. B. Ford, Chicago; officials of the road are inclined to remedy before the Root Juice in- Illinois Central
repairing
car
freight
clean it is, note its perfect construction and beauty
to
river, delivered a speech last night
Louis; L. M. Kellogg. accept the latter _ theory, and win structors leave. They will be In Pa- shops, has returned from Louisville.
on the river and harbor policy. He Reno Ivy, St.
ducah
but
a
few
outline.
more
take
steps
days. The
to prosecute anyone
of
Atlanta; D, S. Reynolds, Louisville;
Mr. J. C. Martin, foreman of the
said there were several reasons why
Elizabethtown, Ill.; T. caught tampering with trains in any scientist who spent years Of time and Illinois Central paint shops, has reBond.
S.
S.
There is nothing so complicated about its venthe last congress did not adopt the
way. For several days some one has many thousands of dollars experiturned from Louisville.
plans for the improvement of inland D. Johnson, Dyersburg, Tenn.; H. D. been "cutting
that you have to read a big book to find out
tilation
out" the air on freight menting with the compound, is cerKincannon, Dallas, Tex.; 0. E. Hager
waterways.
Fireman P. C. Wilkins. has retrains
south
bound
tainly
into
Paducah.
being
rewarded, for no remedy
about it; we can explain it all in five minutes;
man, Louisville; 011ie M. James,
Enumerating these he said:
From Calvert City to Paducah is but for human ailments has been discov- turned from Mayfield and resumed
won't you give us the opportunity?
"While it was in contemplation to Marion.
his
between
run
Paducah and Cairo
a few miles but far enough for ered equal to Root Juice for healing
Belvedere—i. P. Callicott, Lane, trains
provide a waterway 14 feet In depth
on
passenger
train,
822.
No.
It is vastly su_perior and much cheaper than
to attain great speed.
In and toning the digestive and secrefrom Chicago to the gulf, only that Tenn.; G. W. Downs, Murray; J. E. rounding
the curve coming into the tory organs. He said: "Rheumatism,
other "white" boxes, as low as $9 to as high as $60.
portion between St. Louis and Chi- Ewton, Nashville; J. N. Webb, Union Union station,
engineers have found catarrh, all forms of stomach and
cago had been surveyed and it would vine, Ill.; D. 0: Dalcott, Louisville; their
Slate, white enamel or galvanized lining.
air insufficient to stop trains. bowel troubles and most troubles
be injudicious to proceed with co
E Bolling, Chicago; C. L. Higie, Investigations showed the air to have
common to women would be cured
struction of part without a know
ndianapolis; %V. H. Fudge, Morris- been "cut out" which made it
im- If a combination could be discovered
edge of the cost and the probable town, Pa.
possible to apply the brakes on any- that would
A WONDERFUL ICE SAVE&
cause the stomach, liver REPORT OF PRESIDING ELDER
Utility of the remaining portion beNew Richmond—H. 0. Mahon, thing but the engine. Trains running and
kidneys to work in healthy
tween St. Louis and the gulf.
CONCERNING WORK.
DON'T YOU WANT TO SEE IT?
Hampton; I. C. Nelson, Houghton; into the city beyond control are liaunison, and after working on that
Points Out Rig Water Pulver
'
D. E. Stahl. Lovelaceville; William ble to strike and wreck cars in the line for years
he has proved his
"Another fact as stated by
the Jordan, Brookport; Will Lukens, Me- depot tracks.
theory to be correct." The instrucgovernor of Illinois in his message,
tropolis; Dr. 3. C. Woodson. New
tors are now at Alvey & List's and Second Round of Quarterly Visitais that the construction of this waterMadrid, Mo.; A. J. Bean, Brewers:
tions Completed By the Rev.
Warned
Time,
in
Just
will remain until 9 o'clock next Satway would
develop water power
P. D. Primpton, Paragould, Ark.; M.
Oncorporated.1
J. W. Blackard.
worth $3,000,000 a year and would
A warning cry from
a colored urday night.
Knight, Dilday, Tenn.; F. S. Hill, switchman
aid in the drainage or reclamation of,G.
saved three Illinois Cen,
Des Moines, Ia.; Rev. R. E. Brasfield,
300.000 acres of land.
tral car repairers from
probable States district attorney, on behalf of
Woodville.
death yesterday afternoon when a the United States tiled suits at LouisBurton said the government enThe Rev. J. W. Blackard, presiding
Both Phones 176
422 Broadway.
switch engine pushed a box car into ville against the Illinois Central Rail- elder of the Paducah district, reached
gineer had reported that whoever enBeware of the mining stocks lying the track No. 4 in the freight car road com,pany, the Louisville &
joyed this water power could afford
home last night from Barlow at
repairing shops. The accident was un- Nashville Railroad company and the
to build that section
between St. around on the ground floor.
which point he completed the second
avoidable
and little damage was Louisville, Henderson & St. Louis
Louis and Chicago.
round of quarterly visitations to .the district ahead of all other districts 28; Lovelaceville circuit at Mother,
done except the loss of time in re- Railwey ccmpany, charging them
Congressman Burton in his speech
charges.
This second quarter has In the conference in this work as well August
11.•
setting a car which
was knocked With specific vielatiofls of the act
dealt with.the needs and methods of
been a very successful one. Reports as on other lines.
down. It was under this car that the of congress of March 2, 1895, known
improving internal waterways.
on finances show a decided advance
Goulds Will Be Divorced.
The third round of quarterly meetrepairers were stationed when the as the Sefety A.ppliance Act. The
Won't Recommend Appropriations.
over last year's report. One new ings will begin at Calvert City Saturcame.
crash
"Janie", the small yard suits are filed at the suggestion of thei
New York, May 14.—Mrs. Howard
"I want to correct the impression
church has been dedicated at Bur- day and Sunday next. Following is
switch engine, was pushing a long attorney general and the interstate
that this commission has any intennett's chapel, Sedalia circuit, Two a list of dates of the quarterly meet- Gould, formerly Katherine Clemmons
of
string
"bad
cars
order"
into the commerce commission. The complaint,
THERE ARE NO "NEGLIGItion of or discretion to. recommend
the actress. Is about to sue her hue
other's
are to be dedicated soon. The ings:
siding. The engineer was around a against the Illinois Central charges
appropriations for particular localiband for a limited divorce. It was
curve and failed to get the switch- but one violation, in which a fine of new church at Guthrie avenue, PaduPaducah district third quarterly learned on good authority today that
ties or stretches of water," said Mr.
BLE" ADS. IN THIS PAPER.
cah,
May
28,
and
the
church
at
Melman's signal soon enough to apply $100 is demanded. This charges the
Burton.
meetings.
the papers in the suit have been
air. The foremost box car crashed company with using a car in Kentuc- ber some weeks later.
"The scope of President RooseReedland circuit at Calvert City, drawn and will be flied eitrly this
Two new parsonages have been
Into the freight shop tracks, and ky for interstate commerce in which
velt's instructions include practical
May 18, 1.9; Third street, 19, 20; week. In them Mr. Gould is accused
when the accident was seen to be In- the "A" end of the car was without built this quarter and the respective
investigation of the purity of the
Broadway, 25, 26; Trimble street. Of desertion, non-support and cruelty,
evitable the switchman cried out a a coupling and uncoupling lever.
pastors comfortably housed in them,
water of our rivers, their' possibili26, 27; Briensburg circuit at Palma, acording to friends of Mrs. Gould,
warning.
Gang Foreman Samuel
one at La Center, the other at Lone
ties as a means of motive power, their
June 1. 2; City Weldon at Salem. Er, who have seen the papers.
Bingham and Carmen C. G. Babb and
Oak.
value In the work of irrigation and
Railroad Gossip.
9; Mayfield, 9, 10; Mayfield circuit
William Saddlewhite were under toe
At Wickliffe the plans have been at Bethel, 14, 16; Wingo circuit at
Thomas J. Danaher, the well
Better to die with empty hands
car. They made a hasty dive and esknown Illinois Central engine fore- drawn and nearly enough subscrip- Jackson's chapel, 16, 16; Oak Level and'still
facing heavenward than to
caped just as the car under which
man, went to Princeton this morn- tion secured to build a new brick circuit at Ndw Hope, 22, 2.3; Farm- die with
both hands filled with earth
they had been came down from its
ing to confer with Claim Agent John church to cost $6;000. Mrs R. B. ington ct., at Hebron, 23, 24; Clin- and
your back toward God.--Chicago
supports.
C. Gates. He was recently caught be- Wilford, who was recently appointed ton circuit at Mt. Pleasant, 29, 36; Tribune.
tween a box car and the freight de- district secretary of the Woman's Clinton Station, 28, 30; Sedalia cirSafety Appliance Act,
pot platform and crushed.
Home Mission society for the Padu- cuit at Sedalia, July 1, 2; Milburn
Mrs. Knicker—Does your husband
Judge George DuRelle, rnited
Mr. Roy L. Prayther, Illinois Cen- cah district is taking vigorously hold circuit at Corinth, 6,
7; Bardwell, 7, go out between acts? Mrs. Rocker—
of her work. She has organized two 8; La Center circuit at Oscar, 13, 14;
No; he comes in the theater between
new societies, one at Woodville and Woodville circuit at New Liberty, 14,
drinks.—Judge.
one at Hinkleville. Several other 15; Arlington circuit at Zion, 3.0, 2,1;
points are waiting for her coming to Spring HIS circuit at Oakwood, 21,
Life is to be measured not by its
organize. She and
Dr. Blackard 22; District conference at Clinton, rewards
jot things, but by its reach
have determined to put HI Paducah 23, 25; Barlow circuit at Barlow, 27,
and vision,

CUTTING OFF AIR
OF FREIGHT TRAINS With

While Mountain Refrigerators
"The Chest With the char In IL"
$9.00 to $60.00
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Tramp Breaks Swimming Record
in Tank in Tender of Fast Engine

JAUNTY SUITS F, R YOUNG FELLOWS
No one In the entire business world today realizes more
fully the importance of hayloft the approval of young
fellows than the clothing merchant. The young man is
better Informed as to clothes values and more discriminating than any other class That Is the remain so much
care is given to the selection of our young men's styles
and that statue care Is the reason for our unassailable
position in the favor of Paducahlt young men. Our
stock this season quite au:WIWI any previous effort, so
we are doubly anxious for you to see it in Its present
completeness. Come in tomorrow and try on a few of
the new grays, blue sergee atiti ofkher nohby things. You
won't be urged to buy uotii you say the word.
$7./50

to $40.00
,
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41!
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Alton, Ill., May 14.—He was only
a tramp, but without any flare of
trumpets he has broken the world's
long distance swimming record—in
point of speed. He was too modest
to give his name, but reliable witnesses have testified to his achievement in swimming twenty-seven
miles In a fraction under thirty mintites. He left St. Louis after 9 o'clock
this morning and reached Alton before 10,
The champion did not set out to
break any records or even take exercise of any kind. It was an accident that he did, and the story of
how it happened is told by the locomotive engineer of the Chicago &
Alton's limited, who was an eye witness to the finish.
Story of Hie Feat.
Just as the train left St. Louis the
tramp climbed on the rear of the engine tender and ensconced himself
In what he considered a safe seat.
It wasn't. He was too close to the
manhole in the water tank, and as he
he plunged
leaned too far
back
through Into the wet.
The train was going some—the Alton limited is a fast one—and his
cries for help were unheard.
Tossed about by the swirling water, churned into a sea, so he said.
by the lurching of the flyer, the
tramp fast was losing his strength
in the unequaled battle. He thought
of home and loved ones and had
about given up hope of ever seeing
them when he felt the storm subsidilia. He waited. Yes, it was true,
the train was stopping.
He raised his voice to the highest
possible pitch and riled for help.
Rescue Party at Work.
The engineer thought he heard a
weak call and, calling his fireman
and a policeman at the station, they
searched. No mangled, almost lifeless form was found under the engine. so they went back to the tender.
Aiello the cry of distraint was heard
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This time they located it, and peering into the water tank, they saw the
tramp, beeble hut still swimming
He was dragged out, almost exhaust,
ed, and revived.
David's Weapon Scores Again.
Henderson, Ky., May 14.—Tom
Horn, a prominent young farmer,
was killed Saturday night by James
Campbell with a "alungshot" on the
floor of a dance room at the residence of T. J. Hagan. who resides
near Pike's landing, Henderson county. Horn was Boor manager and the
difficulty came up over the payment
of Campbell's portion of the expense
Campbell claims that Horn' struck
him first with a pair of braise knucks

FIRST CLASS

illE;IDENCE. PROPERTY IN DEMAND
W

E have clients waiting to be supplied with high class residence property and building sites corresponding to their
requirements as to size, location and price. They are willing to
pay what the property is worth if pleased with what you offer.
Our clients are largely of the people who buy the better class of
real Watt and we are never without a list of ready buyers. As a
common sense proposition your high class real estate should be in
the hands of the agent who makes a specialty of handling just
this kind of property. A large and rapidly growing clientage
demands that we add constantly to our list of high grade real
estate. We need to have•yonr property, listed at our office to meet
the demands of waiting clients. Don't delay till tomorrow. Don't
lose the sale. Act quick. Telephone Hollins—No. 127.
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Avoid the Bargain
Counter Eye Glass
If you value the precious gift
of sight If you wish to enjoy
the pleasure of easy reading In
latter years-then avoid cheap
eye-glasses.
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H. C. HOLLINS
Real Estate, Insurance, Rentals
Trueheart Building
Both Phones 127
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